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I 
INTRODUCTION 
The forests of the United States are rapidly being de­
pleted. They have been reduced from eight hxindrsd and twen-
ty-two to four hundred and s.venty-one million acres during 
the past two centuries Over seven million acres are 
destroyed by firs annually (3) .  This condition is very alarm­
ing for it not only causes a shortage of lumber but it also 
affects the drainage and rainfall of the country. Any sub­
stitute for lumber would be expedient. 
The total available wood of all kinds in the United 
States in I923 was seven hundred and forty-five billion cubic 
feet. The annual consumption amounts to twenty-five billion 
or sliphtly less than one thirtieth of the total supply (l^g). 
The United States uses more wood products than any other 
nation in the world. This nation alone uses over one-half the 
lumber, over one-half the paper, and about two-fifths of all 
the wood used in the world. At present United States uses 
more than four times as much as it repla^ces. The principal 
food growing region imports 77 per oent of the lumber consum­
ed while the principal manufactxaring region imports 6g per 
cent (15). 
The piilp-wood industry has gradually shifted to Canada 
and the Pacific North-West, but, in spite of this moving to 
l3 
sources of raw mterial, it faces a shortage of trees for 
pulp production. The supply of timber constantly decreases 
in spite of reforestation and other remedies. Substitutes 
for wood have been introduced as possible remedies for this 
timber shortage. Several types of rigid insulation of high 
efficiency have been produced. The most successful materials 
comercializsd, so far, proved to be those containing a large 
rnomber of air cells of sraall size s.epa-rated from one another. 
hairfelt, wood, vegetable material of various sorts, 
and oellulai- or fibrous mineral products possess this proper­
ty. Among the rany boards on the market may be named Celotex 
(65), Insulite (37), laizev7ood (37)? Masonite (4-). Maftex 
(57), Insoboard (1^), Sheet Rock (37)» Ten-test (37), and lu-
Wood (63)« 
The importance of this new industry is realized by the 
fact that the present production of insulation in the form of 
boards> both rigid and non-rigid, ha,s reached five hundred 
and twenty-five isillions of square feet annually (i)-9). The 
estimted saturated market for materials of this nature is 
ten billion square feet. 
The foregoing facts show that synthetic Itimber does 
have an important place to fill in our economic scheme. Ind 
it is only natural to study the conditions necessary for its 
increased production. 
Since biis cornstalk is so abundant and since it furnishes 
a good raw product for synthetic lumber ffiuch study has been 
givsn to ths development of this plant. 
Three types of lumber oan be secured from the cornstalkj 
first, the insulation wall board, second,, the light refrigera­
tion board, and third, the strong, dense pressboard, 
The first board is applied in place of the wooden sheath­
ing under siding. It presents a mors rigid -wall and one that 
has at)put four times the heat insulating value of pine board. 
This insulation board is also used as lath and for insulating 
ceilings of large factories.. 
The refrigeration board is used where low density and 
low heat oonductivity are required, fhis board is very use­
ful for refrigerators and for insulating cold storage rooms. 
The preseboard possesses great strength and high density. 
It can be used for book covers, electrical insulation, for 
light furnittire, for automobiles, and for interior wood ^ork 
in dwelling houses. 
II 
MTLW OF PHmbUS ITOSTIGATIOHS 
A .  Instilation Board 
The applio^vtioB,s of therraal insulation are not new, 
but the ma-nufacture and developiaent of efficient insula­
tion are truly products ot the last two or three deoades. 
Insulation of dwellings has "been a practice ever since 
buildings have been constructed, fhe primitive man*s house, 
the earth dwelling with its hard rasiined walls and thickly 
thatched roof, served to prevent the loss of heat long be­
fore the knowledge of heating was at hand. As civilization 
advanced the art of building also advanced, for it was at 
this stage that the Tsasonry house was introduced. These 
houses did provide for some heat insulation but were built 
mainly to prevent the rain and snow from penetrating the 
space within. 
One of the first attempts to utilize insulating materials 
was discussed by Evelyn in 166^1- (2). This author stated that 
the poorer classes of spain used strips of bark from the cork 
oak to line their houses, making them warm and preventing the 
moisture from collecting on the walls. 
The use of air as an insulator hs.s been known for a long 
time. The frame house was developed with the idea that dead 
air spaces could be maintained between the inside plaster 
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walls and the outer wood work. Wood, hovrever, shrinks and 
contracts with changes in humidity, oau&ing many cracks in 
the frame construction. Sines plaster is a poor insiilator, 
the heat of the room -was carried to the outside atmosphere. 
In those days, keeping a house warm was nothing more than 
si^iplying a surplus aaount of heat to replace that which es­
caped to the outside. 
During the nest decade the heat losses were partly re­
duced by placing sheets of paper under the ?/eather "boarding. 
Refrigeration engineers installed insulating materials 
into both the refrigerator oar and the cold storage rooa in 
order to preserve foods. Later, architects found that by 
applying a layer of good insulating material to the walls of 
a dwelling, a large amount of fuel could be saved and that 
such insulation-woxald reduce the sise of initial heat equip­
ment, 
A large industry grew up to meet the demand for an ef­
ficient insiilation. Granulated cork, a waste from the stop­
per industry, pressed into the forw of boards or slabs be­
came one of the earliest types of rigid insulation (jg). 
Numerous patents (39) ^^sre taken out before I9OO for the 
utilization of a host of other Tiiatsriala, but the production 
of thermal insul3;tion of low conductivity did not become a 
large scale reality until 19l6» Since 1916, over two hundred 
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patents were Issued covering new developments and inventions 
ocGurring in tbe insulating wall board industry. Among tMs 
number were rigid, non-rigid^ and loosely bound types. The 
production of the rigid board t3fps insulation has been large­
ly dependent upon ths development of suitable and eoonomical 
laaoliinery for its sianufacture. 
Sinoe 192G-, a great deal of research has been carried on 
•by the Engineering Ssqjsriment Station at lom State College. 
Cornstalks were selected as a raw laatsrial becuaae they 
were abundant, and low in price. Various -^orksre have sumjjsar-
izeS. the data on the cost of harvesting tha stalks (10, 11). 
The figures vary from two dollars and forty cents to four 
dollars and ninety-five cents per ton. The total cost of the 
stalks, ineluding purchasing price, harvesting, and transpor~ 
tation to the plant is approximately eight dollars per ton. 
As early as 1920 Mudgs (55) ^ .nd others produced a coarse 
grade of board from a combination of cornstalk and corncobs. 
At a later da.te^ Soaak (21) improved the board by incorporat­
ing fibers of such materials as flax and cotton wood. 
In 1927 Schneider (^2) produced h, good grade of mechani­
cal board. His work proved that the rod mill was a more ef­
ficient machine fox producing oornstalk pulp than the beater. 
During the saxne year Seidel (14.3) produced a better board than 
Schneider, both in strength and appearance, by reirjoving the 
pith. He also carried out Tsry interesting experlisents on the 
firsoroofing of wall board. 
Since ths fall of 1927, nearly all of the work on oorn-
stalfc wall board, has been dona on a semi-coffi»;ercial scale. 
The ?,'ork was carried on by the Engineering Experiraent Station 
and the United States Bureau of Standards. The complete set 
up consisted of s large steam Jacketed cooker, a Hollander 
or bsater, an Oliver filter and other types of board forsriing 
tsachines, a Dowingtown press, and a Coe chain drlre dryer. 
As this procer?'^ ras continuous it ms pos-sifels to secure a 
board of variable length. The width wag twenty-four inches 
and was constant for all runa.. 
Tsrious faachinss were tried in order to reach a conclu­
sion as to -the best 'fflethodi3:. The Station designed a suitable 
board forRiir^ machine, with which it ms popnible to prepare 
a cbntinous mt free from all laminations (lj.9). 
Richardson (36) completed 'some very interesting work on 
the sizing of wall board. He reported that wall board could 
b3 sized with materials other than rosin. At a later date 
he presented a coisplete report on the semi-commercial 
plant. These facts were later used in designing cofflmeroial 
tffall board plants. 
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B. Rafrigeration Board 
Successful tiiermal insulation involves a material con­
sisting of innuJ33erable air cells ooiapletsly separated from 
eaoii other. The insiiLating value of any material depends 
almost entirely upon the psriaaaency of Its cellular struc-
ttire. 
The early history of refrigeration shows that cork was 
the first product to be used in refrigeration. Cork is a . 
natural pro'duot containing a great number of closely packed 
air calls separated fro® each other by thin walls of vege­
table tissues (2). The cork of coismercial use is the exter­
nal part of the cork oak, a tree that floirrlshss only in the 
hot and semi-arid climate of the Spanish Peninsula and parts 
of northern Africa, The harvesting and iaarksting of cork are 
expensive (4l, 4-6) ,  
iumerous attejjjpts have been made to ts-ansplant the cork 
oak to other, parts of the globe, but all of these results 
have proven unsuccessful. Many other materials have been ex­
ploited for use as substitutes for corkwood in the thermal 
insulation industry. At the Fourth National French Refrigera­
tion Gongreas (32) held in 1^2^^ the necessity of finding a 
new siaterial for insulating refrigeration apparatus was strong­
ly emphasized in view of the rapid deplstipn of the virgin 
cork forests of the Mediterranean. 
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Of ths fibrous vegetable and wood matsriala that are 
being used in tiie manufacture of insulating materials of 
low thermal conductivity wood pulp products are not a de-
pandatols source, due to the rapid disappearance of tbe 
nation's forest resources, 
A good thermal insulator should be a poor conductor 
of heat. The ordinary measure of hsat conductivity of a 
•fflaterial in the United States is the amount of heat in 
British Thermal Units which will flow in one hoiir through 
a layer of the material one square foot in area -when the 
temperature difference between the surfaces of the layer 
is one degree Fahrenheit per inch of thickness. Table 1, 
page 21, lists the insulating values of the various hsat 
insulation on the market today (l). 
Generally the lighter the sjatsrial per unit total 
volume (1), the better is its insulating value per inch of 
thickness. Rigid fibrous insulating boards having consider­
able structural strength are sorcawhat poorer insulators than 
the looser and lighter materials. For insulation only, one 
must considar the question of thickness of the material ap­
plied, The material isust be at least one-fourth of an inch 
thick in order to prevent the air currents from passing through. 
The fflaxifflum thickness depends on the quality of the insulation. 
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W/UiL:30^eiDll\ SFiFF Paste 3oorc/ J7.0 tB.O O.09 43.0 
IM2 CEtL  ^lt^ Ciil Cbrrugatec/ asbestos 
irnc/os/ng Ojr spoces /5.0 JJ.O OJ4 6.S 
AIB C£LL l /f\/C/i 17.0 J2.0 • O.J4 S.Q  ^
AJ3£STPSP4P£e: £iuitt. :up of thin /qye'rs J2.0 0.60 3./.0 
Thtvsorio/ earft) 
and asbestos 
•• .• •'•• 
JED 0.2(b J6.0 
t^ cfgnes/a and asbestos J2.0 0.3I J9.0 
/jySULFX t^ sbesfojk andp/oster 
biocks; i/erj/' poroas >'(0i29yt:. J8.0 
SIL-O-CEL infusorial eorftiy 
naturat^^iockis . . 
SO.O M.O £8.a 
SIL^0^C£E: Ditto BJ:4: 75 iO : : •]yg:dp:X:. 31.0 
a/iz^  /^ C?^ Z7 tleat^  mo \:^ <£0:0:r 
nSEFEi^ .^ EET Asbestos sheet 
qpqtisd] W/th cement.. 2J.O I4DV- 3S.O 
n2E FEEt:, Flex/bi(s fi^ €>stpj S  ^ o.<p& 43.0 
cmem(sL Across grain :y23:0-y •:Q:4(b 890 
ruLLEi^ S:EAkrH V'"'- • 0:^ 3 33.0 
ASPiMETrppdEltva Feit saturated with 
asphalt 
24.6 J 7.0 6.38 55.0 
v; ITAbLE-rM 
'PMXy'K^AD:A  ^ Q/^ ::GOMM^£C:mL:^  ^
M/frtg/Ai. • ^ 
TriEQMAL 
COrVDUQT/l/rTK DEiVS/Tk' 
Kx /C •; k • 
-i:D-
Across grain a?, o JQ.O 0.50 3£.0 
MBEiSTX)^  f^ /LL 
EiOAjSV::: 29.0 20.0 0.97 e/.o • 
MSHP0AN  ^:: Across gro/n ' 3J.Q 22.0 0.6:3 3 .^0 
/l0fNlAm  ^ Across ^ rain 330 23.0 0.33 34.0 
Across gra/n .••'.'. 35.0 24!.0 0.<bJ 38.0 
/yMPL^€}r^--/'C. A c/^oss gratn 38.0 STjO 44.0 
SOL£:I:£A77if/P >33.0 26.0 i.OO ez.o 
SUBBES Soft Vu/conized r^ 8.b S9.0 (bQ.O 
TtXTAN Qubber Composihon 4V.O 28.0 8J.O 
WNITECCLLUiXyWl 50.0 ^>5.0 •: 08.0 
"Parahrcrj(" me/t/ng 
p>oinf ^2  ^C. D5.0 
3Q.O O.Q9 6&.0 
G-ypSUM PIAS T££ SO.O 5<o.O 0.74 ,^o 
MDEsmsw  ^ Asdesfo s drxjf Cement 93.C -:1. <O :^0 1.97 J23.0 
8r = Thefmct/ C 
k = Th errna/ C 
per sq. f^t 
k - (oQJOOK 
D ~ Density / 
d = Density ir 
d- es.^n 
'^ onduct/i/ity in Col <. 
'Conductivity m Bit. u. 
per deg. Pohn pe 
n grams, per, cm 
1 ibs. per cu ft 
'sec.^ crrf/ 
per doj 
r in. fh/c 
3 
deg:^  
 ^(84/)r-) 
kne^s 
. . 4. • •. ... 
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Wunderliclc (66)» of the Flaxlinum Insulation Cotstpany, 
calculated the ecoaofflieal thickness for his product. He 
reported a value of one inch for the side walls and one and 
one-half for the ceiling. 
Cover (S) computed ths eoonomical thickness for Irm-
strong Corkboard. He racome-iendsd a thicknsss of one and 
one-half to two inches for the side -walls and two inches 
for the ceiling. Sanborn (67) estimated ths cheapest in­
stallation to bs one inch. 
It is necessary to waterproof all insulation. There 
is none on ths market today that will not absorb sowe water. 
If the air about the Insulator is cooled below the dex'J-point, 
t?ater appears on the surface of the insulation. The •!»alls 
and ceiling construction are naturally cooler than the air 
in the room and therefore they will cool the air. Sxperienoe 
\?ith refrigerating plants (IS) sho^s that cork insulation 
used against brick walls will absorb irioisturs, thus partly 
nullifying the insulation properties, to asphaltic mastic 
finish about one-eighth inch thick is usually applied to 
refrigeration installations (23). 
Additional properties of Insulating ina,terials are very 
necessary. A good insulator should bs vermin proof, per­
manent in forffi, easy to handle^ reasonable in cost and suit­
able for a plaster base. 
G. Pressboard 
As the name implies, preasboard is that type of board 
mads by drying sheets of cellulosio materials under pres­
sure, The outstanding charaGtsristies of this board are 
high strength and density. 
; 
Many patents hare "been granted on various processes 
of producing laminated or built-up pressboard. The first 
patent was granted to Hansen in 167S, He prod^aoed a thick, 
hard board by saturating several paper boards with oil and 
subjecting the laininated boards to high pressure. Several 
small changes were made in producing this type of board 
during the next fifty years^ 
The outstanding patent issued on pressboard during 1924 
was granted to GRstner, He produced a good grade of oojn-
pressad fiber board free from any binding materials. 
Four years later Mason was granted three patents (56) 
(53)(59). One consisted of forming fiber into sheet form 
frum hot water. This sheet was then pressed by rolls and 
dried,. Another one was issued on the process of making a 
hard grainlesB fiber board. This was accomplished by mak­
ing essploded wood fiber into a sheet and drying in a press 
under a pressure of tuo hundred to seven hundred pounds per 
square inch. The, board was completely dried in the press 
with at least one side in contact with a wire mesh screen. 
2^ 
The last patent dealt with tlie prooess of for®ing integral 
fiber boaros ts'MgIi were rsepeotively very dense and porous. 
The last patent issued on pressboard was granted to 
Swaeney in 193G (60). This patent consisted of the follow?-
ing steps: first, reducing cornstalks or other similar 
materials to a pulp; second, forming the ptilp into a mat; 
and, thirds pressing the raat in a hydraulic press in the 
prssenoe of hea-t. 
To date there are only a few companies that have suc­
cessfully ffianufstotursd pressboard. Among those who have 
produced a. good board may be listed: Masonite, ¥®2s0ans, 
Galotsx, and Pantosote. Only the first t-wo have described 
their procassas in detail. Within the last three years the 
Sasonite Corporation (25) hag grovTO from a small industry 
producing ^0,000 feet of board to an industry producing 
360,000 feet per day. The •yazcaae process (^7) was develop­
ed several year later than the Masonite process, Seidsl, 
originally from the Onited States Bureau of Standards, has 
charge of this plant which is looa.t.ed at Havana, Cuba, 
The first •s^ork done on pressboard at Iowa State College 
was completed in 1921 by Mudge (33)» Mina (2g), and others. 
They produced a hard, dense board xrora cornstalks and 
corncobs which had a clean, smooth surface. This surface 
was secured by using a niokel plats. Several years later 
XOssak (21) campletS(i some interesting work on this type of 
boa.ri3» 
Buring 1927 Raece and. Hartford (35) carried out some 
rassaroh using a large liydraulic, prssa^ Iii tha spring of 
1929 these series of studies were started* 
Most all of tlj0 early studies on preasboard at Iowa 
State College -srere made on meclianical pulp. Sornstalks were 
first passed through a sliredder, then placed into a beater. 
The shredded stalks were diluted with enough water to permit 
the contents to circulate. The beater roll .w$.s lowered 
gradually in order to cause a slow hydration of the pulp. 
After some hours of beating, the pulp was formed into a 
mat by aieane of a large suction mold. 
This raat was placed into a hydraulic press where the 
excess water was pressed out. fhevpr-essed mat wag later 
dried in an oven for a variable length of tivne, then placed 
into the hydraulio press under a pressure of 1200 to I5OO 
pounds gauge preissure. fhe 9te&m was turned on while the 
boards v?ere being pressed. Some boards were made by oook-
ing the cornstalks with chemioals, such as caustic soda 
and lime. Duplicate results were difficult because of 
many unstudied variables. 
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III 
EXPERIMENTAL 
A. Purpose of Study 
The object of this thesis is to carry out such studies 
as will tend to further the production of gynthetic lumber 
from cornstalks. 
E. Method of Procedure 
The studies carried out were divided into two parts, 
first, some factors affecting the production of insulation, 
board, and second, the devaloptaent of the comraaroial pro­
duction of refrigeration board and pressboard. 
Only those studies ^ ?ere made in the first part that 
would be of commercial iiRportance, The samples of commercial 
insulation board were purchased from the local lumber yards 
of Ames. 
The studies -fflade on the second portion of the investi-
gation were; first, the study of the feasibility of produc­
ing a refrigeration board from the cornstalk, such problems 
as method of separation, drying, insulating value, watar^ 
proofing, and fireproofing- •were studieal; second, the study 
of deterBiining the optiraura conditions for producing prsss-
board. 
Materials Used 
The cornstalks used In the investigation were harvested 
from story cotinty farras two and three years ago. The various 
2^ 
sisitig materials were fiirnislisd thro-agh ths oourt-esy of tlas 
following companiest 
Paraffin ermilsiGns from 
Bennett Incorporated 
161 Sidney Street 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Ennui sified asp "halt from 
The Barber Asphalt Gomoany 
1600 Arch Street 
Philadalphia, Pa. 
Fireproofing material from 
The United Fireproofing Company 
Rutherford;, K. J. 
Halo-5?ax from 
The Ealowax Corporation 
24-7 Par li Avenue 
Hew York City 
Sodium Alginate from 
Ealco Company 
San Diego 
California 
Rosin from 
Paper Makers* Chsmical Corporation 
North Milwaukee 
Wisconsin 
Alum from 
Merriisae Chemical Co. 
ikB State Street 
Boston, Mass* 
Bakelite Tarnish from 
Bakelite Corporation 
Bloomfield, S. J. 
3^3 
C, Hesuits 
1. Ineulation board. 
a, ChejBiioal and physical tests on coTPTnercial wall bosirds 
(1). Ch smical 
(a), Hosin extraction. The object of this 
series of tests was to deterniiiae the per cent of size used 
in the comwerGial wall board (4i ). The rosin was deterfflin~ 
sd by the following procedure; The sample was shredded and 
placed in an open weighing bottle loo«*.ted in a desiccator, 
for twelve hours» Five grams of the sample were placed 
into a Soxhlet extraction thimble and were extracted ten 
tiEies with a forty-three per cent alcohol solution. This 
solution was prepared by mixing together one hundred cubic 
centimeters of one per cent acetic acid, five cubic centi­
meters of glacial acetic acid, and one hundred cubic centi­
meters of water. The extraction was stopped just before 
the thiiBble was full for the eleventh time in order to rs-
Gover the alcohol. The recovered alcohol was transferred 
to an evaporating dish and evaporated, on a steam bath, to 
a concentration of a fev? cubic centimeters. This concen­
trated solution was then cooled and dissolved in twenty-
five cubic centimeters of ether. This solution was trans­
ferred to a large separatory funnel and mixed with one hun­
dred and fifty cubic centimeters of distilled water and a 
3i 
small amount of sodium chloi'ide. The water was drawn off 
into a second funnel and ^ ssbed with another twenty-five 
cubic centimeters of ether. The ether extracts wars com­
bined and washed with one hundred cubic oentlmeter portions 
of distilled water until the interface isras sharp. If the 
rosin formed an emulsion, it was broken by the addition of 
salt.. The washed ethsr was transferred to a tared dish, 
then evaporated to dryness on a steam bath, and dried at 
one hundred degrees Centigrade for exactly one hour. See 
Table Eo. Ij, page 32 • 
The saniples from luWood and Insulite gave the highest 
per cent of rosin while Celotex and cooked MaizswoGd gave 
the lesLst. The first two boards were Riade fro® wood—thus 
the high percentage of rosin. Probably the process of 
inanufaoture makes a great deal of differsnce for Masonite 
had.a low percentage of rosin. 
(b). Dsterraination of per cent ash. The 
procedure follovvsd for the determination of ash was as 
follows; Three grams of the representative es^rsple were 
placed In tared platinum crucibles and placed into a cold 
electric muffle furnace. The furnace was then brought up 
to heat, 800 to lOOG degrees Centigrade. The saraples were 
taken in all eases on the board a.s received. See Table 
Ko. I, page 3£ « 
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A very low figure of 0,27 pe^: oent of ash was secured 
for Masonite. Two runs were made on this sample and the 
results checked. The high per cent for Maizewood indicated 
the fact that a large amount of dirt still remained in the 
board. The mechanical pulp was.washed the same amount as 
the cooked pulp. More dirt was removed from the uncooked 
pulp. 
(o). Analysis of ash. Enough of the sample 
* 
had to be ashed to secure a 0.5 gram sample of the ash. 
In some oases a large amount of board had to be ashed. The 
ash was dissolved by hydrochloric acid. The per cent silica, 
and combined aliuninam and iron oxides were determined as 
directed in Foulkes* "Notes on Analytical Chemistry" (12). 
Each step was carried out in detail due to an enormous 
arooxint of precipitate present. In order to dissolve the 
RgOj a fusion was made with KHSOlf. See Mahin's "Quanti­
tative Analysis" (26), All of the residue which could be 
removed from the crucible was placed in hydrochloric acid 
solution with one cubic centimeter of stannous chloride. 
After digestion, the material which did not dissolve was 
filtered and the filter paper was ignited in the original 
crucible. Another fusion was made with the above material, 
then the fused material was dissolved and added to the 
acidified solution above. Whsn the stannous ohloride was 
added some of the solutions became reddish orange or brown 
indicating the presence of platinum which would interfere 
with the titration of iron. 
The procedure followed was that given in Treadwell 
and Hall's "Analytical Chemistry" Vol. I (5^)• The solu­
tion was heated to boiling and hydrogen sulfide was passed 
into the solution. The precipitate, consisting of platinum 
sulfide and sulfur, was filtered off and the solution was 
boiled in order to remove excess hydrogen sulfide. The 
ferrous iron was oxidized to ferric by the addition of di­
lute KlinOi)., one per cent was used, then heated to boiling 
and reduced by stannous chloride. Mercuric chloride was 
added and the solution was titrated by using sodium dichro-
mate with di-phsnylamine as an inside indicator. The 
standardization and titration was carried out aco?>rding to 
Mahin, 
The following calculations were used for determining 
the per cent of ash, silioa, R2®3» AI2O3, and F02O3 in wall 
board; 
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Wt of sample to use for analysis = 
Jo a 9x1 
i Silica = Wt of silioa^QQ^ 
Wt of sample 
i H2O3 Z ^QQJ 
^ wt of sample^-^""^ 
Standardization of NagCrgCy 
Norniality : Fe(NHU)g(SOi;)p 6HqO 
(cc of NapGrgOy) ^ Q(^Hij.)3(S0).j.)p 6HgO 
^ ^ (Ddooo) 
FeoO^j 
i FegOj - (cc NagOroOy) (gsag0r^07) 7?m^ 
Wt of sample 
Per oent AI2O3 by wt of board as received 
% AI2O3 z $ - io FegO^ 
Calculation from per cent of bo?.rQ to per cent of ash 
i oxide of ash z ^ of oxide on yt of board 
^ of ash of board 
See Table No. laj. 
Very little silica was discovered in Masonite. A high 
per cent of silica was found in the cooked Maissewood bo«i.rd. 
This was probably due to an insufficient amount of washing 
during the preparation of the pulp. Less Al^O^ was found in 
the cooked Maizewood than in any of the boards. 
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(2). Physical 
(a). Modulus of rupture. The modulus of rup­
ture was determined on each board. Samples six inches long 
and three inches wide were used for this test. A three inch 
sample was sawed from the above speoiman for moisture absorp­
tion, The sample was weighed and iran^ersed in water for one-
half hour, then removed, shaken once and allowed to drain for 
one minute. The specintan was then weighed and immersed for 
twenty-four hours. The same method of weighing was repeated. 
The density of the boards was determined by dividing the 
weight of an eight inch square sample by its volume. See 
Table No. I, page 32, 
Insulite proved to be the strongest board. It also gave 
the lowest moisture absorption. NuWood proved to be the 
poorest board tested. 
b. Expansion and Contraction of wall board 
(l). Laboratory conditions. Four commercial boards, 
Celotex, Masonite, Insulite, and Maizewood were kept at SO®P 
and thirty per cent humidity for several weeks. The per cent 
moisture was determined both before and after-the test. Small 
screws were inserted at the corners of the boards in order to 
furnish definite points for measuring. The length, width, 
thickness, weight, and humidity were recorded eaoh day. See 
Tables No. 2j to Sj* pages 39 to 40 inclusive. 
O ' 
Table Bo. 2j 
EXPANSION OF CELOTEX 
Date Weight Length Width Thickness Relative 
(gtns.) (inches) (inches) (inches) Humidity 
(per cent) 
Mar. 11, »31 7921 7^.31 ^^3.97 0.5^1 2+2 
12 7^61 78.31 ^3.9^+ o.5ifi 38 
13 7921 78.3i^ 43.9^ 0.538 40 
Ik 7^52 78.38 il-3.9^ 0 .539 '45 
15 7273 78.3^- ii-3.9^ 0.537 42 
16 7921 78.ifl 1^-3.9'+ 0.5^2 40 
17 7S75 78.38 il-3.94- 0.600 22 
18 79C11- 78.31 i^if.OO 0 .551 40 
19 7gi^3 78.31 0 .560 30 
is. 
20 7g4ii- 7^.31 k3,9k 0.5^8  25 
21 7S46 78.38 0 .535 30 
22 7822 78.25 0 .536 26 
23 7796 78.31 If 3.9^ 0 .550 28 
2k 7807 7S.31 1^3.9^^ 0.53s  19 
25 7801 78.25 0 .550 13 
26 7753 72.31 k3,3k 0.535 30 
27 7805 72.31 k^j.Sk 0.550 38 
2g 7802 78.3^ 43.9^ 0.55^  36  
29 7839 TS.JH- 43.9^ 0.553 38 
Per Cent Moistixre As Beoeived - 6.35 
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Table No. 
EXPANSION OF IHOTLITE 
Date Weight (gms.) Length (inches) 
Width 
(inches) 
Thickness (inches) Relative Humidity 
(per osnt) 
Mar. 11, *31 1272 43.37 13.75 0.60s 42 
12 1259 43.31 13.75 0.616 33 
13 1355 43.31 13.75 0.612 40 
Ik lg22 43.31 13.75 0 .601 42 
15 1S37 43.31 13.75 0 .611 45 
l6 1851 43.31 13.75 0 .602 4o 
17 1253 43.31 13.75 0 .600 22 
Ig igifg 43.34 13.73 0.600 40 
19 lg7S 43.34 13.75 0.602 30 
20 lgi|-0 43.7s 15.31 0 .602 25 
21 1332 43.72 13.75 0 .596 30 
22 1235 43.75 13.31 0 .612 26 
23 1365 43.31 13.75 0.537 23 
Zk 1533 43.75 13.75 0 .600 19 
25 1310 43.31 13.75 0.599 13 
26 1312 43.31 13.75 0 .601 30 
27 1S0J+ 43.31 13.75 0.602 33 
23 13if-7 43.31 13.75 0.597 36 
29 1353 43.31 13.75 0 .601 33 
Per Cent Moisture As Received - 6. 5I 
O f, 
Table No. 
EXPANSION OF MAIZEWOOD 
Date Weight Length Width Thickness (gms.) (inches) (inches) (inches) 
Mar. 11, •31 6963 62.13 i|-5.g4 0 .5S6 
12 69gS 62.09 k3,81 0. 5^0 
13 . 6993 62.13 4-5.21. 0. 5gl 
li^ 6971 62.09 i|-5.gg 0.573 
15 6933 62.09 ^5.91 0.580 
l6 6963 62.16 0.574 
17 7021 62.13 ^5.gg 0 .592 
IS 6931 62.13 if5.gS 0.581 
19 7029 62.16 ^5.91 0 .596 
20 7011 62,13 ^5.91 0.526 
21 6991 62.13 45. gi 0.572 
22 7021 62.13 k-3,s8 0.603 
23 6931 62.13 0.573 
2i+ 6961 62.13 k-3.$k- 0.577 
25 6957 62.13 0.577 
26 6921 62.13 it-5.94 0.575 
27 6929 62.13 0,  58O 
2g 6921 62.13 i|-5.gg 0.575 
29 6913 62.13 4-5. gg 0.572 
Per Cent Moisture After 30 Days in Lab. 
Relative 
Humidity 
(per cent) 
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-
40 
7'A/j/J' i^( \ Sj. • 
KPA/\\3/C)N or /^ASONTrf-: 
DATE WEIGHT 
;'Q-V« - 'o') LENGTM ( /. ' WIDTH XINC! i.*Zi ) TIf7CKNESS C Jr^ciiZa) 
I2ELATIVE 
77//Mip/T}^ 
Man {1,1931 107>63. • 8 J. 72 44 ^7 .570 4Z 
IZ 10375 31.69 7J-4.53 .57.1 3Q 
• /5 l(:n^7 • 31. 75 . 564 467 
14. if 3g1 Ql. 66 44 56 .5GZ 
.569 
4Z 
15 10355 81.76 7p^- 5h 45 
. 76 105(o3 • dJ. 75 4'^-. 62 .570 410 
17 . i 7738 5 QL 76 7Pi.47 .585 ZZ 
13 •' iOZ77 . 8 (. 7S 44.7/4 ..550 47).-^^ 
19 • ^ i035.i 81.78 4444 .569 30-
8 f. 75 1 -i
>, S
 i 
-.567 25 
/.V , 105U(v 8 J . 7J> 44 44 564 3>0 
J031J 81. : 44.47 .596^ 26> 
iOZZi &J.7S 4447 .56Z 28 
?A {0ZG9 81. 7S • 4447 .554 19 
-275 iOZGO 8L7S 44.50 .563 i3 
l'.G- iOEG3 81.69 4444 .566 30 
27 . iOZZl<^ 81. 7S 4^.47 .566 39 
. 25 - iOZ9i 81.7S 44.47 .5(o7j. 36 
Z9 lOZZi. 81. 69 44 W .664 33 
Percen t :mo/j/'ur>^ as recefv&d, f2 
4i 
Celotex -varied in length five thirty-seconds of an inch 
and in width two thirty-seconds of an inch. Inaulite varied 
in length three thirty-seconds and in width two thirty-sec-
onds of an inch, Maizewood varied in length two thirty-seo-
onds and in width four thirty-seoonds of an inch. In every 
c^oe the boards lost moisture by standing in the laboratory. 
The final rooiature contents of the boards were: Celotex 
per cant, Insulite 5.70 per cent, Maizewood 4.2 per cent, 
and Masonite ij-,2 per cent. 
(2). Effect at various humidities. Three commercial 
boards were used in this study? Celotex, Insulite, and both 
the unsanced and the s^ded Maizewood. Twelve inch samples 
were used. Four small screws were placed at the corners of 
each board. The boards were dried two hours at 10^ Centi­
grade and allowed to stand at room temperature for twenty min­
utes to permit cooling and to secure uniform initial measure­
ments. A steel rule divided in ona-hundredths of an inch was 
used to measure the length and width. The thickness was se­
cured by means of a micrometsr. The boards were then placed 
in an atmosphere of one hundred per cent humidity at 2^ Cen­
tigrade, Readings were taken every twenty-four hours until 
constant. The boards were then placed in an atmosphere of 
seventy per cent humidity at a temperature of 21® Centigrade. 
Readings were taken every twenty-four hours until constant. 
See Tables No. 6j and No. 7i* pages 42 to 43 inclusive. 
^ ^ J'AEM.E NO. €1 
F£e,CEh^T: EXPAJVS/ON OF -FQOQ COFIME^CIAL WALLBOASDS AT JOO % ^ L. HUMIDITK BS'^C. 
TIME reoM 
/NJT/AL 
MEASUeE 
SANDED MAIZFtVOOD MA/ZEIVOOD CELOTEX imULITE 
le/wgth W/DTH LENGTTi h//DT/y LENGTH WIDTti LENGTH WIDTH 
24 yh rs. 0.50 0.57 O.<o3 0.33 0.35 o.e3 0.67 
43 hrs 
72 ' ':r. 
T L 
O.it 6; J 2 . 
0.00 
0.00 OJJ 0.00 OJB 0.00 0.00 
OJ2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
^ 7 4  0.(oJ 0.5/ 0.33 a.37 0.<Ej3 0.^ 7 
*' er)y a/. : • /:. 
' i -  -  .  '  
tablf no. 7j: 
ptk^  clnt expansion* of for'q qommffcial wallboapds at 70%j2fl. n(j/^ idity; "c. 
TIME TBOM 
INITIAL 
MISUSE 
\SANDED MAIZEWOOD 74AIZEWOOD CELOTEX INSULITE 
LETVGTM WIDTFT LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH WIDTTi LENGTH lYIDTHl 
2.4 hr^. O.SO T O.S5 0.60 o.s^ 0./2 0.3(b 0.37 0.24^ 
4a7Trs. 0.72 : 0.72 0.7 2 • — 
72 hrs. • — -  •  •  — •  
TOTAL 
EXPANSION 0.30 0.37 0.(b2 0.37 O.J 2 0,3(2> 0.37 0,24^ 
* L ength and tV/cffh 
Celotex seemed to expand the least at both the seventy 
and one hundred per cent humidities. There see^ned to be 
little difference in expansion for Maisewood and Insulits at 
one hundred per cent humidity but Maizevfood expanded slightly 
mora for the seventy per cent. Very little difference wh:s 
noted for ths expansion of the unsanded and the ssnded Maize-
wood at the lower humidity. 
(3). Drying to constant weight. Two finished Maize-
wood boards were dried to constant weight and then measured 
every five minutefor one hour. Then the boards ^ tere measur­
ed tTSfice a day for two weeks. See Table Ho. Sj, pae^e 44 . 
Ho change in length was noticed for the first hour. Diir-
ing the next twenty-four hours the board ejq^anded to its ori­
ginal length and width before drying. Ho change was noticed 
for the next fourteen days. 
(^). After immersion in water. Two standard Maize-
wood lath were measured carefully, then they were immersed 
in water for twenty-four hours. They were removed and measur­
ed. Five days later the lath were again measured. Then they 
were immersed another twenty-four hours. Two more readings 
were taken, one directly after removing the lath from the 
water, and the other seven days later. See Table Ko. 9j» 
page 45, 
The lath expanded about the same amoxmt after each im-
• ta/m.e. 'n'o. s j-
r^KPAN-'^iC'N r.-F F/NfS/^FF MAIZFIVOOD 
DATE. 
M^OAPD-NO.Z 
HUMIDITY 
DOAPM MO.H 
LfNGTH WfPFJI THICK. I.LNGTH WiDTH TH/OK. 
Feb. ^ 5; Original' zl.oo 2 1 / 3  30 2100 21.44 .5(o(b 
" 5 RM. Z1.06 2113 .1'58 30 21.00 21.44 .572 
Z0, 9A.M. 'ZJ.L3 21.19 .559 53 2106 21.60 .572 
26, 5P.M. Z I J J  
2113 
2119 .559 30 2106 ZL50 .512 
?.7,9/\.M. 21.19 .551 32 21.06 2 ISO .570-
Z7, 5P.M. Z1.13 21.13 .557 53 21.06 Z1.50 .512 
Z8, 9 A .M. Zl.iS 2119 -.553 39 21.06 2150 .518 
Mar I, 5P.M. Zl.13 21.19 i .560 58 2106, 21.60 .574 
Z, 9 A.M. Z1J3 21.IS .553 2i 21.06 21.50 .572 
Z,5P.M. 2113 ZH9 .548 M O  2106 2150 .562 
3, 9A.M. 2113 2119 .553 53 21.06 2i.50 .5J5 
-5,5 P.M. 21.13 .2H9 .554 52 2106 21.50 .567 
< 5t\.M. Z1J3 21i9 .552 34 21.06 21.50 .5(Mo 
"I-, 5P.M. 2113 2119 .555 51 2106 21.60 .507 
3] 9 A.M. [ 2 1 1 3  2119 
2119 
.555 40 21.00 21.50 .60>& 
5,5 PM. 2113 .553 37 21.0G 21.60 .5(37 
0,9A.M: Z113 2119 .552 35 21 Ob 21.50 .565 
6,5P.M. 2113 21.19 .554 Z2> 21.0G 21.50 .5(o(o 
7, 9A.M. Z1J3 Z1.19 .555 30 210e 21.60 .5(^ (o 
1,5 PM. ZI. / 3  2119 .550 , 5 3  - 2100 21.60 .561 
, 8 9 A.M. 2113 21.19 .557 . 140 • 2100 21.50 .570 
d, 5PM. 2113 Zl.i9 .558 38 2106 21.50 .509 
3, 9 A M. 2113 . 21.19 .558 37 21.06 21.50 .568 
9, 6 PM. zi:i3 21.19 .556 30 21.06 21.6C .5(33 
10, 9/^ .M. 21. i3 21.19 .555 . 32 . 2.1,00 21.50 ,567^ 
iO,3P:M. Zl.13 21.13 .555 •50 : Zl.OG 21.50 :06S 
11:9 A.M. 2113 21.13 5^5 35 21.00 21^ 0 .5(o(b 
Note: No change for five minute inferi^afj for Jst hour-
45 
j-al-bl.f. nr\ • 
f.xpanjro/v test's o.v r^ lajztw od latff 
iVO. i LENGTH WIDTH TH/CKHESS 
TOP 30TTnn TdGlIT LEFT 
Oi'lgiDu! dii.OO • 18 00 o.ms 0.474 0.4t5d 04dz 
Meast TecJ • 
offer E4 hrj. 
irDm^f-^sion 
4833 ^ i3.1J 0.500 0.53Z ('\57J0 r\d3Z 
Meawured 
S days affer 
mrnerj"/on 47m 
16.06 0.71.95 07184 C.4P(L.^ 0.499 
fdeoTL red 
a/ /er ^/>d 2d-
bn Immersion 
4.835 
• • • 
16.19 0.500 O.dJy 0.469 0.57^4 
pK^asured 7 , 
caj 'j offer Snd 
irnmer'sion 
47.69 L 75/ 
•6 • 
0.492 0:495 o,4do: 
Or.,.nal db.oo • 13.0c o.ddf. 0.47 ;^ 0.497. ^ 0 4^0 
Mr^osured ' 
af t(?f d^4. hrj. 
immersion 
.dQ.:56 J <5.13 0.:)/7P . 0.^17 0.dd7> OdjOO 
Measurec 
J days offer 
irnmerrinn , 
d/.St 4 794 o.mG 0.4S7 0 .'X .19 0.4di4 
' 'drryys/. / 'ed 
after drf d4 
br jmmerj/Of) 48.31 
id.19 ' f 0.0 f 3 O.Ojy- 0.499 
.Me\js(jrecj 7 
doys af/er r'r.' 
•imme/ 'j/rr 
71776 (l.dd 
1 
• 
.
 
c.4'Ofo 0.6 13 O.-TOS 
45 
mersion. In all o^ses they contracted to a figure lower than 
the original length or width. The lath did not expand in 
leng:th on being nailed to ordinary studding. Some expansion 
in T.*idth was noted. 
(5). Effect of varying percentages of moisture. The 
purpose of this series of studies was to determine the effect 
moisture plays on expansion and contraction. A mechanical 
board was mad© containing twenty-two per cent newsprint. This 
board was sized with three per cent rosin and five per cent 
alom. The wet irat was run into the dryer and dried for two 
hours. The mat still containing over twenty per cent moisture 
was sawed up into three foot samples. Each board was marked 
in order to measure its length and width. The length, width, 
thickness and weight were taken on each board, All the boards 
were placed in the dryer and one board was removed at the end 
of each pass through the dryer. One complete pass required 
seven wiinutes. At the end of each pass each board was weighed 
and measured. Eleven boards were run in this series. The 
next series of thirteen boards were run exactly the sarae as 
above only the boards were dried two and ons-half hours. The 
last series of thirteen boards was run exactly the same ex­
cept the boards were dried three hours before weighing and 
measuring. 
The above thirty-seven boards were weighed and measure^j^pl^ 
twice a day for the first week. Then once a day for the next 
two weeks. 
The boards were placed in the laboratory for a faw days, 
than placed in the basement in order to vary the humidity. 
The humidity was determined by means of a sling psyohroroeter. 
See special report (3^) results of the test. 
Boards containing from five to six per cent iroisture 
seemed to expand lees than boards oontaining higher per cents. 
Tho huwidity caused a great deal of change in length. The 
boards should be held at a humidity for soaie length of time 
in order to reach equilibrium. Some error in reading was 
made in measuring due to experimental error since the boards 
were yneacured by different people. The curves plotted for 
this series show the relation of change in length with per 
cent moisture. 
The modulus of rupture, density and moisture absorption 
were determined by the usual procedure for each of the thir-
ty-seven boards. See Table No. lOj, page 48 . 
No decided effect wag noted from the varying parosntagas 
of moisture on strength, density, and moisture absorption, 
(5) Effect of newsprint on expansion. Two lath 
wsrs weighed and measured. One, called "A", made of over 
fifty per cent newsprint, and the other, ®B", standard Is.th 
made of twsnty~four per cent newsprint. These lath were 
first placed at laboratory conditions. They were wsighed 
and measured for four days, then heated to constant weight 
4^ 
TADLF. lO^ 
PHV^TJCAL TESTS ON SPECIAL ' WALLPkLA^D PJ/f^ 
f5^-A£U % i)/-:/wsiTv MODULr/J r^:. isTim: A^SO^TJUM Tlt'lE Or 
DCyjNG ^ 
{MiNUTSSj NO. MO/STLW- :.3c,./can. ..tij.bO.IN. • / ' / £ •  .^£S . 
I 34.0 J 3.1 257 J J. 5 : Q5k . 120 
. 2 .31.4 13.7 ' 271 25.5 80.0 12 7 
3 34.0, 13.2 27^ Zl.O L5 7 
/ V 3(b.(b 12.4 29:5 29.1 92.4 141 
5 35.6 1^.5 2X' 12.3 G>90 148 
6 38£. 12./I Zd3 22.0 91.d 155 
7 4O.0 ILH 190 20.8 84.3 IQ^Z 
Q 38.4 12.4 201 22.0 i^o.o 109 
9 3(o.4 13.4 254- . 24.2 134.0 17(0 
10 31.2 12.9 320^ Z0.7 140.0 133 
11 15.4 12.3 270 22.0 15J.0 190 
IE 9.7 12.5 Z40 Z.0.2 17(3.0 .150 . 
75 193 f4.C 280 19..1 .. 157.4 75-^ 
14 12.^ 13.2 270 10.9 145.1 104 
15 19.2 13.5 2<oO 19.0 144.0 ill 
iCo 20.8 13.9 255 !J.O 153.5 1 78 
n 15.G 12.4 2410 23.G 146.6 185 
16 25.0 12.G 220 22.0 176.1 198 
19 J 9.4 12.9 200 27.0 182.7 199 
ZO 11.9 11.7 258 22.4 9(o.O ZO(o 
Zl 0.1 12.1 233 27.3 190.0 L 213 
2Z 0.0 (3.4 250 29.7 '174.0 22U 
23 O.Z 13.0 277 23.1 98.1 227 
2d l.O 13.0 291 Z3.0 153.0 234 
25 0.9 14.7 • 251 • 21.7 115.a 180 
, 2(b 14.(2 235 IQ.l 102.0 18 7 
27 6.1 15.4 280 1.9.0 113.0 194 
ZQ 1L7 13.0 275 2 .10.0 94.0: . 201 
29 10.5 12-.7 237 2o.a i.iQ.a 208 
30 11.1 13.0 ZOO 1-.4 123.0 215 
31 10.1 14.5 205 10.9 ^ 114.0 222 
32 11.3 . 13.9 2(b5 17.8 . 130.3 229 
33 9.4 15.7 254 Z3.2 139.0 Z50 
34 9.0 (4.2 2(D9 2:.& 130^.0 '243 
35 2.1 13.7 200 : Z0.1 122.0 250 
3G 2.3 12.C 235 17.2 124.0 257 
37 O.O 14.:. 285 i^.C 13 74 . 20>4 
euid weighed and measured again. After measuring they were 
again placed at lalDoratory conditions for four days. The 
lath were then removed to the basemsnt for four days and 
later placed on the roof for four days. Each day the humid­
ity was recorded as well as the weight and measurements. 
See Table No. 11j, page 50 , 
Little or no difference was noted in the action of the 
two lath, A change in humidity did cause the boards to ex-
paxid and contract. These changes were recorded as well as 
the weight and measurements. See Table Ho. llj, page 50 • 
(7). Effect of change in temperature on expansion 
and contraction at constant humidity. Saniples o? Celotex^ 
Masonite, Insulite, and Maizewood were parked onrefully at 
the corners with screws. The boards were heated to constant 
weight and measured accurately to the nearest hundredth of 
an inch. The boards were then placed at humidities of ten, 
twenty, forty, sixty, eighty, and one hundred. At each 
humidity readings were taken at various terrperatures. The 
boards were held at each temperature twenty-four hours be­
fore measuring. See Tables Ko. 12^ to l6j inclusive. 
Temperature had little or no effect on expansion at the 
v^ious humidities. The boards did expand at a higher humid­
ity but the expansion at the various temperatures for each 
humidity was constant. 
t'^^le ncj , 
expamj-io/w d'tljdfes on. j-tandapj) lath • 
PATE 
LANCTEi • W/DTH T7I7CK/VTSJ WE/GtlT f" 
UUMIDITV QEI^ 7Ak3TS 
<^ 7 • t a b a b a . b 
4-0 40:!y J& Tj.7£ A5(o 4198 I'd 3 I Cp/J 1 40 3cjair4 - p7a( y/ 7n 
40 40jy i(b 4^72 533 .500 199t5 laA9. 3 b /aborafoi'y 
i/r^ c7 2'4 l/^  
Ho. 4019 l(b 15/2 .5A4. .499 P.002 1(1,22. 5,^  
/lO 4-0.19 ICo 15.74 .663 .500 ZOOO 1(0 2'. ' .3.5 
D99^ 4 0.03 1397 .547 .495 mt5A 1503 •••" ' - - - 3oard clrlsA lo oon.rforK''- VyA. 
lo 40.19 IG 15^ 9 .54G .4-83 Z045 J(7AO 3,5, bboard pface'A in 
/ob., . 
(Zi^ c^  ry. 24 hrj-. . 
40 40.31 1(4 15 7Z .547 .495 2007 I(bZ2 CO
 
4^ 10J 40:31 45.97 !5. 72 .549 .495- Z015 AHIO 
• - 40 40.31 /(o IT ' .3^  ^4 .495 1993 4(pOO 
40.05 40.50 1Q> /^  . /Z :55J ,49A 201 i l(r55 
3oard p/aced jn 
//, r rid?ay -40:06> 40.19 1(2) 15. 74 .350 .491 2029 AI(c.^ 4A .^ 0 
4003 40.19 IG 15. 74 .5AO .492 2063 l(o(2>5 45 (jfGd 24 Ar'X 
no 4047 l(b 10.44 .543 .494 2037 l(o29 45 
59.97 40.03 Kb (A. 44 .5A4 .490 2070 .1585 15^  • 
Aboard pJoeed on 
roof; /lO 40.19 iCp 1574 .545 .485 Z020 l(o55 
40. CO 40. 16 15.74 .540 .49(4 2Z15 LA34 49 every 24 7irj~. 
40 4049 IG IA74 .546 .4S7 Z2I7J ieA2 AO 
Table No. 12j 
EFFECT OF TEJ^ERATURE OK EXPANSIOK OP COmiERCIAL WALL BOARDS 
AT 20 PER CENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
Temp. 
OC A-l A-2 
Board Number 
B-1 B-2 C-1 0-2 D-1 D-2 
Increase 22 
o
 • 
o
 0.35 0.13 O.Og 0.00 
0
 • 
0
 0.13 0.13 
in 23 
o
 • 
o
 0.40 0.23 O.IS 0.02 o.og O.OS O.lg 
Length 3«» o • 
o
 0.30 0.35 O.IS 0.03 
CM 0
 * 
0
 o.og 0.13 
% Increase 22 0.15 
0
 • 
0
 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 
in 23 0.25 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.10 0.00 0.02 0.10 
Width ye* 0.25 0.15 0.15 0.20 0.10 0.00 0.12 0.10 
^ Increase 22 0.35 o.lg 0.00 0.00 0.39  0.20 0.27 0.00 
in 23 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.39  0.00 0.00 0.37 
Thickness 3&* 0.if3 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.97  0.30 0.23 o.lg 
Increase 22 2.3s 2.70 3.09 2.95 1.72 1.23 0.52 1.33 
in 23 2.10 2.g7 2.5^ 3.31 1.43 1.S5 1.72 1.66 
Weight 32« l.g7 2.79 2.00 2.35 2.29 1.70 0.00 1.22 
•Results are average of two runs 
Table No, 13j 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON EXPANSION OF COMMERCIAL WALL BOARDS 
AT kO PER CENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
Temp, 
OC A-l A-2 
Board Number 
B-1 B-2 C-l C-2 D-1 D-.2 
^ Inoreaae 26 0.3s 0.35 0.23 0,12 0.02 0.03 o.og 0.13 
in 27.5 0.3c 0.30 0.23 o.og 0.01 0.03 0.00 o.og 
Length 35 0A3 0.50 O.IS 0.23 0.02 0.13 O.IS 0.23 
39 0.52 O.ifO O.IS 0.23 0.02 O.OS 0.13 o.ia 
4-1 0.53 0.40 O.IS 0.23 0.02 0.13 0.13 o.lg 
fo Increase 26 0.25 0.40 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.22 0.00 
in 27.5 0.25 0.10 0.05 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.0? 0.10 
Width 35 0.35 0.30 0.25 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.12 0.10 
39 0.25 0,30 0.15 G.30 0.10 0.00 0.12 0.00 
il-l 0.25 0.30 0.15 0.30 0.10 0.00 0.1? 0.00 
^ Increase 26 1.56 0.54 0,42 0.21 1.75 0.20 0.27 0,56 
in 27.5 1.05 
vo 
•
 
0
 0.21 0.21 0.97 0.40 0,19 0.19 
Thiokneas 35 1.90 0.11 0.S9 0,62 1.75 0.40 0.56 0.19 
39 2,2m- 0.13 0.63 0.17 2.40 o.so C.74 0.37 
h-1 1.90 0.91 0.42 1.24 1.94 0.60 0.74 0.19 
fo Increase 26 3.57 4.05 4.90 4. SO 3.14 2.46 2.76 3.32 
in 27.5 3.06 3.52 3.09 4.23 2.14 2.46 1.39 2.06 
Weight 35 3.92 5.24 6.12 4,60 4.23 3.33 3. so 3.32 
39 3.^0 5.24 5.S2 4.05 3.1^^ 2.7s 3.45 3.11 
kl 3.^0 5.06 5.64 4.23 3.14 2.92 3.2s 3.16 
rr -4 tj 5 
Table Ho. ikj 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON EXPANSION OF COMERCIAL WALL BOARDS 
AT 60 PER CENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
Temp. 
A-1 A-2 
Board Number 
B-1 B-.2 0-1 0-2 D-1 D-2 
Increase 25.5 0.63 0.65 0.2g 0 . 2 s  0.20 o.as 
CV
I 
•
 
0
 0.33 
in 31.0 0.63 0.65 0 , 2 6  o.as 0.20 0.23 0.23 0.33 
Length k-1,0 0.63 0.65 0.2g 0.23 0.20 0.2g 0.23 0.33 
Increase 25.5 0.55 O.lfO 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.22 0.10 
in 31.0 0.55 O.ifO 0.25 
0
 • 
0
 0.30 0.10 0.22 0.10 
Width k-1.0 0.55 O.JfO 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.22 0.10 
4- Increase 25.5 0.21 O.lg 0.15 0.10 0.  23 0,lJ+ 0.15 0
 
•
 0
 
VO
 
in 31.0 0.25 O.lg 0.13 0.17 0. H3 O.lll- 0.15 0.11 
Thickness k-1,0 0.23 0.36 0.15 0.15 0.  23 0.09 0.15 0.17 
Increase 25.5 6.63 g.6o 7.63 7.55 6.00 if. 76 6.20 6.  SI 
in 31.0 6.63 3.^4-5 g.oo 7.91 5.55 if. 76 5f.a3 6.gl 
Weight ifl.O 6.lf2 7.63 g.29 l^-.13 If. 76 4.5f7 5.9g 
Table No. 15^ 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON EXPAfJSION OF COMERCIAL WALL BOARDS 
AT SO PER CENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
Temp. 
oc A-1 A-2 
Board Humber 
B-1 B-2 C-1 C-2 D-l D-.2 
it> Increase 2^.5 0.65 0.65 0.2s 0.31 0.20 0.2s 0.23 0.3s 
in 29.0 0.63 0.65 0.22 0.33 0.20 0.2g o.sg 0.3s 
Length 33.0 0.53 C.65 0.2s 0.33 0.20 0.2g 0.22 0.3g 
40.0 0.63 0.65 0.2s 0.33 0.20 0.2-^ 0.2g 0.33 
$ Increase 2K.3 0.55 0.51 0.45 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.22 0.20 
in 29.0 0.55 0.51 0.45 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.22 0.20 
Width 33.0 0.55 0.51 0.45 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.22 0.20 
^4-0.0 0.60 0.51 0.45 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.22 0.20 
io Increase 24.5 0.26 C.55 0.21 0.19 0.25 0.20 O.IS 0.15 
in 29.0 0.26 0.11 0.21 0,25 0.25 0.16 0.20 0.19 
Thickness 33.0 0.2g 0.11 0.21 0.23 0.27 0.16 O.IS 0.19 
40.0 0.26 0.13 0.17 0.25 0.25 o.lg 0.17 0.17 
io Increase 24.5 6.46 S.45 S.20 9.40 5.27 5.ig 5.76 6.65 
in 29.0 6.63 9.60 9.10 9.92 5.27 5.70 7.60 6.81 
Weight 33.0 
CM 
•
 9.80 9.10 9.92 5.27 6.15 6.90 7.4g 
40.0 7.32 9.45 g.7!4 9.57 5.13 6.77 6.55 7.15 
r* f-
Table No, l6j 
EFFECT OF TMPERATURF ON EXPANSIO!? OF COMMERCIAL WALL BOARDS 
AT 100 PER CENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
Temp. Board fTumber 
00 A-1 A-2 B-1 B-2 C-l C-2 D-l D-2 
^ Increase 22.0 0.70 0.71 0.39 0.36 0.25 0.30 0.23 0,3s 
in 29.2 0.74 o.7ij- 0.39 0.3s 0.25 0.33 0.2S 0.3s 
Length 37.0 0.73 0.76 0.39 0.3a 0.25 0.33 0.2>3 0.5g 
i^-O.O 0.73 0.76 0.39 0.33 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.33 
^ Increase 22.0 0.60 0.56 o.ii-5 0.2+5 0.35 0.20 0.22 0.30 
in 29.2 0.65 0.61 O.k-3 o.i}-5 0.35 0.25 0.27 0.30 
Sidth 37.0 0.65 0;6l  0.if5 0.1I5 0.35 0.30 0.27 0.30 
40.0 0.65 0.61 0.1^5 o.ii-5 0.35 0.30 0.27 0130 
^ Increase 22.0 0.32 0.13 0.23 0.29 0,29 0.23 0.1s 0.23 
in 29.2 0.3k O.IS 0.23 0.33 0.29 0,2k 0.22 0.19 
Thickness 37.0 0.34 0.19 0.23 0.35 0.29 0.26 0.22 0.19 
i fo.o . 0.3^ o.lg 0.23 0.37 0.31 0.23 0.22 0.17 
^ Increase S2.0 g.g5 10.1 lO.k 10.3 6.1+2 g.oo 7.75 9.SO 
in 29.2 9.35 10.s 10.5 10.5 6.9s g.oo 6.60 10.6 
Weight 37.0 9.35 11.2 10.4- 10.5 6.g5 s.oo 7.92 10.6 
1^-0.0 10.01 11.5 10.2 10.5 7.26 7.S5 7.75 10.5 
0 .  Flreproofing of wall board 
(1). Laboratory studies. Cornstalks were cooked 
thres hours, rod willed, and claflinad five minutes. The 
mat was fcr?".3d on the foriring- macbine, then lapped and plac­
ed in ths rnoieturs proof box. 
One pound of dry fiber was then placed in the beater 
wita tr^nty-eight pounds of water. The contents v;ere mixed 
for five minutes then y^?.riou8 per cents of sodium silicate 
v/srs added to the pulp. The raixine was continued for ten 
minutes, The pulp waa formed into a mat and pressed slight­
ly in a letter' press. None of the boards were fireproofed. 
The above series of studies were repeated using corn­
stalk cook liquor, asbestos, and several ammonium salts. No 
bo^-rds were secured that were fireproofed. 
The next studies were made by dipping finished boards 
in the following solutions: 
NagSiO^ 30% concentration 
NagSiO^ 10% » 
NHt^F lOfo N 
(NHi^)2HP0l|. 10^ n 
NagBi^O? H 
(NHl^)2S0i,. lOfo It 
NH^Cl 10^ n 
Peso 2^ lOi tt 
Ths first four solutions gave fair fireproofing while 
the last four gave no fireproofing whatsoever. The sodium 
silicate increased the density of the board. The (NHI}.) 
seerrsd to give the best results with the least ar?i0unt of in­
jury to tha physiofd properties of the board. 
ThOjn3.g (55 ' rscom/zanded various concentrations of potas-
aium salts as possible fireproofing compounds. 
Therefore a series of studies was wade using cooked pulp. 
One pound of bone dry fiber and twsnty-aight pounds of water 
?,-re added to tha one pound beater and the contents were cir­
culated for five minutes. Various concentrations of potassium 
salts were added and tbe contents tsrere again circulated for 
ten minutes. The mat was formed in the small suction box then 
pressed to a definite thickness. The boards were dried for 
four hours at one hundred and thirty degrees Centigrade. See 
Table No. 17i, page 58. 
None of the boards were firsproofed one hundred per cent. 
In every case except one, the boards were treated so that they 
did not blaze like the blank. The potassiuR! acid sulphate 
seemed to decrease the moisture absorption as well as increase 
the strength. PotassiurH hydroxide injured the board very 
wuch. Potassium permangana,te seemed to injure the appearance 
of the board.. 
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Table No. 17j 
EFFECT OF POTASSIUM SALTS OH TSfALL BOARD 
No. Modu- Den-
lus aity 
Moisture 
Absorption 
^2" br. ^2^ hr. 
1 526.0 22.0 22.0 100.0 
Chemical 
used 
KHSO) 
Results 
& glowed at 
end of 3 Bea 
2 if 26.5 20.9 2^.5 123.0 KN03 11^^ tt 
3 50g .c 19.1 2H;3 gg.g EgSOl^. 10^ « 
M-6S.0 20.5 24.5 118.2 KCiOi^ H 
5 i+5i^.O IS.9 45. 179.0 KMnOu 5fo t! 
6 4S9.0 20.5 294.5 327.5 No siae (blank) 
blazed 
end of 
7 ^19.5 19.s 26.3 146.0 Sized (blank) 
s 393.0 Ig.g 23.7 U3.O KCIO3 6,3% glo^fred 
end o f 
9 11-33.0 20.6 34.il. 115.0 KI IQ'% H 
10 515.5 19.6 55.9 204.5 ^20)05 10^ tt 
11 533.0 17.5 23.6 107.1 KBr lO^C !t 
12 iflif.2 20,7 19.1 SO. 4 K2S20g 5% n 
13 3gg.O 20.1 22.g 113.6 » 
14 501.0 20.  S 92.7 234.7 KOH 10^ « 
15 365.c 17.1 2&,Q 145.0 KOCt^J Si glowed 
a-n/i n-P 
(2). Seirii~eomniercial studies. The purpose of these 
studies was to determine the following facts; first, oan 
wall bo'irQ be fireproofed, second, does the compound injure 
the physic5l properties of the bo^rd, and third, is it 
econoTTsioal, 
The regular eemi-co»n'ri3rcii.l set up was used. Most of 
tiiS runs were made on -meohanic~l pulp oont^'.ining sixteen per 
cent newsprint. The pulp was sized with an emulsified asphalt 
sailed "St^.uolite" trade by the Flinkote Company of Rutherford, 
Hew Jersey. The fireproofing compound consisted of v-Tious 
s-^.lt3. 
The refined pulp vras placed in the mixing t^nks sr>d 
enough water was entered to give a tTS'O per cent consistency. 
Enough fireproofing coiT'pouiid was added until the B?.um3' 
reading 12.5®. adjusted lo 5*2 by x-iesins of 
a special solution put out by the fireproofing company. Eight 
per cent Standite fifty per cent, was added and the contents 
were mixed five r^^inutes. The white waters* were saved and 
more fireproofing cornpound added fror. time to time to se­
cure the desired Bauma'. Several runs ^ ere 'rade at v-rious 
degrees Bau«e*. See Table No. ISj, page 60. 
All of the b03.rds were fireproofed one hundred per cent 
but the moisture absorption of the boards very hig:h. The 
•Water removed from the wet pulp during formation of mat. 
f i f t c - f • n' 
A"' . 17j :  
NO. rcfj'atja . ioa pulp . 
•"y'a' q=7' 
w3'o^ p p..y''of 
Sfana/!rc •. 
, ' pooae^a /?" /oo 
(fa/, o /', -j/y/. 
i^ hpe i^ '., (pq-^  pp., 
D''PO% SP/nrl/fc 
i  A , T  v " /  , C > ' ,  
• j //c-'j'V-J. i^y/jz/c 
V 
'.pfa/igl/nj 
•jo'dca ru ^jdni f . 
P'-'/''.Pt^c/i., /v' 'p./Yews. 
' • .^X/yW/ fy/)/p:: l - Y . , .  
fp-^PP^p/f c^o/)/^ro,'-
fc (J' i,///. tor fa/ •/c 
acid: 3P rojVr ' 
.p' 
a/c_.cp.fm%> p 
pet'/j', soo ^ o/ 
yvf)/fe / v., 
f^-^sta/icptc 
AiPJ 
PJO 9 72 /./p 
/ 'P/ ( 7/0 j • .7^; 
• ip'pa: 
ppppy. 
jj3 
-1' 
'jj t p ip ^ ' 
PIAPPPIfP 
ofa/'')cP/fe 
zp2, 
T-
'pip \J/ancj'/i tee 
f-30 \Pto/ >o//Pj 
.p)0 
pm 
7JO 
(opo 
290 
3PO 
3/9 
p:^ 3 
Zf-jQos/n 
P/o/io/fte 
pff 
P.2. 
3/P/P/f 
i z .  5  
P.Z 9.0 
p.3 il5 
P5 
P.l 
p.f-
9.0 
9.0 
7.9 
plepp'ipk'p 
too s/o^., 
'^^ u.sf:)e p. 
Con^iKS t'encj/-8 % 
Good format/o/i 
coi )j'/sf&ncy-2 % 
P'Pp too fr<^<s 
Poor far// )a/t^ V) 
Co/)S/^fP?ncj '3% 
uaad for/maf/'o/i 
Co/is/sfe'/^cy-fP% 
Craod PafV/zat /'o/J 
p /^ i.srpfency- p % 
-jcod /' rrnation 
po/ij^/rtt^ncjz-z % 
strength and density were affected very slightly. The coat 
would probably be too high. 
d. Studies on mold action 
Some ooffiplaint has bean made that Maizawood would 
ynolD rapidly when placed in a moist atmosphere. Therefore 
samplss of Masonite, Calotex, Inaulite, and both the light 
sight and heavier weight Maizewood were placed over wat3r 
in a desiccator at twenty-eight degrees Centigrade, 
No signs of molding were noticed for the first five 
v,'3eks. Several days latsr small spores of mold were noticed 
on the Maizewood samples. One day later the Gelotex aarrple 
showed signs of molding. The samples of Insulite and siason-
its sho-wred signs of molding one week after Maizewood. 
All samples were slightly covered with mold at the end 
of ten ??eeks. 
The samples in the above tests were placed in an­
aerobic condition. Additional samples were placed in an 
aerobic condition. To obtain this condition the specifsen^j 
visre placed in one liter beakers. They were again pl?vced 
over water and the beaker was covered with a \«;atch glass. 
At the end of ten weeks the samples showed no sij^ns of 
molding but a musty odor appeared. 
(1). Chemicals added to the pulp. A very light 
meohanical board was made for these tests. One bale of corn­
stalks was rod milled rapidly, steamed two hours at one hun-
drsd. and thirty-five degrees Fahrenheit, and claflined light­
ly for five (Tinutes. The pulp was formed on the forming: 
iTjachine and then lapped. 
Enough of this pulp was weighsd out to give one pound 
of dry fiber. Twsnty-eight pounds of water were added along 
with various per cents of zinc chloride, coppsr sulph?.t9, and 
piercuric chloride. The contsnts ft-ere beaten for five n-iinubes, 
then forrjisd into a mat and dried. The following per cents of 
th33?. chsr'icals v/ere used: 
Run No. Chemical used Density 
lbs per cubic foot 
1 .03% Cusoi|, 7.37 
2 .10^ « 7.10 
3 .15^ " 7.75 
.20^ » 7.3s 
5 .05^ ZnClg 6.3s 
6 .lOi « 6.72 
7 .15^ " ^'9^ 
g .20^ «• 6,^^' 
9 .0 5f. HgCl2 S.65 
10 .10^ ff  9.02 
11 .15^- " 7.^2 
12 .20i » 6.10 
The above boards were placed in beakers as described 
previously. No signs of molding were noticed at the end of 
ten weeks. The samplss were free from a musty odor. 
Another series of hoards was prepared in like rranner, 
only thsv '.vera pressed harder. The density of thess bo^-rds 
averaged thirteen pounds per cubio foot. 
This last series of boa.rds were placed in a desiccator 
\i"=3 described in the first study. Mold appeared at the 
end of ten weeks. 
(2).  Cheinicals sprayed on boards. Samples of 
Maizevjood were either sprayed or dipned into various 
eolutioiiJin order to test their resistance to molding. 
Sorre of the solutions used were; 
1. Saturated copper sulphate, 
2. Saturated zinc chloride. 
3. Satura'jed mercuric chloride. 
k, li> sulphuric acid. 
5« sodium hydroxide. 
6. Barber's emulsified asphalt. 
7. Stanolite (an e^iulsified asphalt). 
S. Barrett's prepared resin. 
9. Bennett's prepared emulsion (edges only). 
10. Bennett's prepared emulsion (entire sample). 
The above samples wers olaced in beakers as before. 
Samples number five and nine showed signs of molding four 
weeks later. The other samples showed no signs at the end 
of ten weeks. 
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2. Refrigsratlon board 
S-* Preosratlon 
Two tjrpes of refrigeration board were produoed from 
cornstallrs. The first was wade by usins?- the entire cornstalk, 
while tha other was produced from the pith of this plmt. 
(l). Board from the whole stalk. The refrigeration 
bo-ard rrade from the whole st'ilks wns produced by the follovsing 
opsrations: shredding, passing the stalks through a rod mill, 
forrr^ing the pulp into a mat, and dryin;r the mat. The first 
t'S'o operations should require no explanation as they have bean 
* 
exolained in previous work. 
The third operation was aocomplished by the use of a 
forming m?.ohirie as shown by Plate lii> page 66. It consisted 
of two sections, a flat perforated top about forty inches 
squ-^-re and fitted with an inverted pyramidal drain converging 
to a two inch pipe leading to a vaouum pump located beneath 
the board forming table, and the upoei- container or deokel box 
which served to hold the water suspension of pulp until the 
l=attv';r was formed into a niat upon a screen resting between the 
two sections. The pulp, prepared in the rod mill or oeater, 
was deposited in the uoper container until the desired thick­
ness was reached, the suction was aoolied and the deckel box 
w-a3 removed when the mat wa.s sufficiently dry to hold its 
shape. The mat was then placed in a hydraulic press and com-
/-> rt- No 1 
f3o/=ii->co f-~cie='/^ rrsjct 
Thf \ScJCT/OfV PLATB 
THL T/oT PLATE 
<d 
plstely dried by Tneans of steam. No pressure was ar^^liad 
other than that neoess^ry to givs a surf-^^-ce to the bo'^.rd. 
A series of runs was made in order tc deter^nine the best 
rr.eiihods of producing this type of rsfrif^eration board. The 
stalks were praparsd in various ways. Sottas ware cooksd with 
w-B-tsr, others with crvustic soda, while the rest tvers ?r.ade 
from rrochanical pulp. See Table no. Ijj, page 67, 
The lirht.35t bo?.rds in this series ^'ere ft'iade froir either 
mschaniop-l pulp or pulp thst was given a short watsr cook. 
Fsrmentation seemed to add to the strength without greatly af-
footing the density. Boards prepared by cookinp; the pulp 
vrifch caustic seemed to be unsatisfactory. The lowest density 
secured was five and two-tenths pounds per cubic foot. This 
fii^urs was much lower than that for comrercial corlrbo^rd. 
Cornstalks were separated into their respective physical 
p3Xt3 such a;^, leaves and husks, node«, pith, ?ind outer fibers. 
Bo3,rd3 were made frow each of the above parts. The nodes pro­
duced very unsatisfj^ctory beards. C=iu3tic soda did not seem 
to break the nodes down sufficiently. The boards secured from 
the leaves and husks were very dense and dark colored due to 
the dirt which had been ground into the'n. The outer fibers 
produced very strong boards which were r^.ther light in ::olor. 
The pith produced a board which was vsry satisfactory, for it 
was very light and porous. 
ST 
ta3le no. ijj. 
]^ EF2I0EI2AT10N 30AQDS FQOM THE hTfiOLE COQJ '^STALK 
NO. PQOCEiS'S 7'd/cm£S^ finches) 
DpyiNcy 
time: (Hoars) 
DENsiry" 
LhsJCu. Ft. £EI^^2i<S 
Ajf l2odfT>i/l once; 
Eieat £hn 
40.0 9.34 afo strength 
ab II Z.75- ^o.o 8.53 1! 
bl 
Cooked'at SO/I?5• 
pressure; SOX caus­
tic) 3 eater ^  hr. 
j.30 3e.o io.go 
i^ach stronger 
than A I. A firm 
compact boar a 
3B " 1.85 2e.o Q.6q " 
CI 
Cooked puJp from 
£>I; l^odmHled twice, 
Ubrdan once. 
1.50 z4.0 7.4e 
Eibers short but 
well felted 
C8 rr 1. 76 24.0 7.15 n 
PI 
Shredded and rod-
mi/led twice) 
£)eater hr 
ISO 240 (0.87 Hard rinish 
D2 If i. 7s 24.0 7.26 If 
El 
No shredding: 
Podrmiied tvificG) 
& eater lh>c>c/r 
175 30.0 9.50 
Qood strength 
Long fibers. 
BZ If 137 300 J0.40 u 
ri 
rermenfed pulp; 
l2odm/iied tyvice; 
Beater I t}our. 
3je S4I.0 7.67 
Very'strong 
firm board 
rs n ZOO 240 GIO 
g-j: 
Water cook at 
pressure; i^odmHled; 
3 eater hr 
2,00 Z40 S.8I 
A firm iigtit 
board 
&8 n 2.so 240 s.so ff 
HI Podmilled ; 
3 eater J tir 2.0o 13.5 q.07 
f t r  
Vacuum of IB^ 
for hrs. 
ji Process tike MI; No 
suction or pressing 2,s0 340 oj3 
IVarped consider­
ably 
kl 11 2.SO 46.0 1.'34 
li Qodmilled tivice \ 
£ieater I hr. 
(3-QO 72.0 7.53 tau^h c/e'^r 
through) 
U,1 
QodrnlHed tkvice; 
E>eaten hr. 
i/ordan ttvice 
z o o  z40 5.41 
tsA'ture ; 
strong 
(2). Board from the pith. Ssidsl (46) in 1926 rs-
rriovsd tha pith from cornstnlks in ords-r to proaucs a better 
^rr»de of insulating board. Hs floated ths  pith away f rom 
the outer fib^r. The pith 'was than subjacted to a separate 
cooking process. 
This sams method v/as usad for securing the nith. Ths 
sniire opsr'.tion carried out in a bs^-tsr of ths ordinary 
paper pulp typa. Disintsgration ^13 accoi.iolished by brushing 
ths ahreddad st^tlks in tha baater for several hour3, Daring 
this proo33S the pith brushad frae from the fi:>:?r3 and 
floated to the aurfacs of the water, A rotary washsr equipped 
with a quarter inch acresn lifted the pith from ths ii??it=r and 
deposited it upon a fins n^^sh screen loci-ted on the outbids 
of the beater. 5?ee Plates No. 5jj to 5ii» pages 69 to 7E • 
This separator removc'd from eighty to 3ig;hty-flv2 per 
cenb of th3 pith fro?^? the cornstalk. 
A series of runs w^.a !r<s.de in ordsr to deteririiiio ths bsst 
ir.sthods of producing ^ good r-^frigsration bo?rd. Ths pith 
vn.s reinoved by h?-nd and by maohins. The boards vners rrade 
8ith©r by cooking the pith with water or caustic or by using 
ths? uncooked pith, Differ^int means of refining ^'.-ere used. 
See Table Ho. 2jj, page 75 . 
Pith 3sp5.r9tsd by hand produced the lightest bc^rd. Good 
boards v^ers produced from 'nechanically separated pith. Rsfin-
A 
/ / A- / , ( 
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TA3LE NG. 2jj: 
PI2E:PAL'.AT10N OF. PfFJ^IGfPATU^N FCAk'P ' FP<;M PFJ^fl 
PROCESS htitVSITr STQENGTit , pht^lAPKS 
Meohamca/ separafior), 
De(7ten 2 /iry. Weak No tor mat ion 
Ccoked With hrnp) 
Qeof 2 hr.y: hxOl Fair f/nn . ^ 
h/echonica! separation, 
£)eat 2 hrs. l.3(o L 0[/V. hiije texture . 
Cooked with iO ^ 
cauj'tic, _Z hrx at 
:5'Of'' 3eat 1 hn 
d.(b5 // Crood Looked like cork 
Separated by htand) 
Deot min. 1.38 Weak Veny fine texture 
Nechanical j'cparation, 
beat i3 rnin- ^.txb hatr Srood texture 
Ja/ne aj-^ 
Prej-j-ed hard in 
hj/draut/c presx 
i2.8 _ Strong Very good texture 
t^echpnicat jeparai ion-, 
Beat i5 min. and 
Jordonecd 
h.Gh fatr Good texture 
Separated by hundi 
beat i hr ;Jdrdaf)ed 3.34- If ff rr 
Mechanical sepanation-, 
h)eat hinej Preased 7:jd Strong Fine i ex tune ; 
Mechanical j'eparation^ 
beat 13 min. 4d4 
rr Fi ir 
t^echanicat sepanation-
Cooked 2 hrp, t5^7o 
cauyl iC) Jordan ed 
3.IE •' M Fair texture 
tlechajjicai s^epanatton^ 
Cooked ^ hrx witt) 
water- 5eah fine 
ff Very good texture 
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ing in the jordan increassd tiie strength and improved the 
texture. Cookins^ with chsmioals improved the strength but 
inore'^sed ths density. 
b. Dr'/ing of refria-aration board 
Sines the pithboard is exceedin;;!/ porous, it ab­
sorbs moisture rapidly. Contaot with water for only five 
riunutss aho?;ed an absorption of over six hundred oer cent. 
Therefore? when the pith is formed into a bor'-rC a I'-.rge airouxit 
of riOif:-t;ure is prersent. It is very i:r!port?.nt to remove this 
'A~t-?r as cheaply as possible. 
Various yrethods of drying nvere attempted such ?.s nir 
drying", v^.cuuiri arylr.;^, preoisure drying, and electric?! dry­
ing, 
(1). Air drying. The wet ynat, with edgefl exoosed, 
was pieced at atmospheric corditions. Sines the hutr^idity of 
the ?.ir det-^rmined largely the rate of drying:, e?.ch loss in 
weip:ht ivas based on a period, of twenty-four hours at an aver­
age humidity of forty per cent. Two boards were made in this 
study. Each board was weighed every day for fifteen dr-ys. 
See Table No, page 75^ and Table No. 
M o r e  water was evaporated the first few days than dur­
ing the lai3t part of the run. The densities of the two boards 
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were very siTnilar. The curves showing the rate of drying: of 
the t'^'fo boards re=!r>^rblf each other very closely. See Curves 
N o ,  I j i ,  p 3 . g s  7 8 ,  ^ n d  N o .  S j j ,  P - ' ^ ' - g e  7 9 ,  
(2). Steam oven drying. The atsaTi lossss for this 
overj were secured by weighing the condensate for several 
h o a r s .  S e e  T a b l e  N o .  5 j j ,  p a g e  8 0 ,  
The average he^-.t loss per minute was equal to 
32 
or 106 grams. After seouririg; the heat losses for the empty 
oven the steap; oven isas tested, without the aid of vr-ouur;. 
Six boards were dried during tlie sx'>erir'?er)t. Each surf-oe 
was covered y<-ith a cono-dr screen and a perforated g^xlvanized 
iron plate. The 7;ei^:ht of the six boards for run number one 
^erat 
1 16.5 pounds 
2 17.0 tt 
3 - 17.75 n 
k - 20.0 It 
5 - 20.0 tt 
6 - 15.25 H 
This Vi/eight included the total vfeight of the plates, 
screen, water, and pith. The su'r^ of the six boards 
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ta3l£i no. 
3ti:am /losses rpom .ttilam op.vfis (cont/no^^ ) 
DATE. TIME 
TIME 
I/VTEPIME 
/?W/VUTE) 
WE/G/ fT or 
3UCKET AND 
CONDENSATH.^ 
WEIGHT fJT 
CO/VDEAJSATE 
COMS.) 
JQATE: 
OE7 FEE niN. 
STELAM 
P£ESSU£E 
L3S/J'Q. IN. 
AVE£AGE 
PQESd-URL 
i.Ex^./SQ Iff. 
TEMP. 
"C. 
Z-OO 30 • 4JZ:7 2.1 Z 7 70.ti 32^ .0 31.3 JO .^O 
230 30 S82J 93.8 30.0 3J.O J04.0 
S5.00 30 .4^ n3 2383 Q3.2 30.0 30.0 loa.o 
3.-30 30 : 333B IIS.O ^7.0 -48.^  J 03.3 
4:00 30 [ 54oa 370& 113/7 4^ 9.0 4(8.0 104. 0 
4:30 30 0^93 309'6 IOZ.8 30.0 4(9.3 104.0 
reb. '30 10--07 39.0 /ooo 
iO-37 30 2Q(nO iiOO 36.6 38.0 38.3 99.0 
700.3 11-o? 30 493^  3173 103.8 4^ 3:0 4^ 7.5 
ir-:57 30 (0^ 90 8^30 KoJX:) 4/&.0 4^ ,3 I02.0 
J:30 J 13 J^ 2e9 J33JO 133.0 34J.O 3J.O i04(.0 
200 30 34^ 90 ljro.3 4^ .0 30.0 J04.0 
2:30 30 , 2773 92.3 4^ 9.0 4^ 7.3 i04^ .0 
5-00 50 . 403G S(2>7(o 89.2 3J.O 30.0 103.0 
3:2^  2^  333(3 177(5 74^ .0 49.0 30.0 JO 4.0 
30 4/-9<dO 29(30 98.7 4^ .0 4^9.3 104.0 
reb. 7, 30 9:24 3e.o J99.3 
9:54 30 4^^ £00 224Q 74^ .7 4^ 7.0 38.3 JO 0.0 
JO:24 30 4C4^ 33 234^ 5 : 84^ .8 4^ e.o 4^3.3 JO 2. 0 
30 4i07-^  2U3 70.3 47.3 443.7^ , 102.0 
11:24 30 4^ 4^03 24^5 81.3 3/.0 4^ 9.73' lOS.O 
82 
105»5 po\mds.  See Table Bot 6j j ,  page 83.  
The rate of steam consumption per  hour z  
Net weight  of  condensate (60) ~/^329 
Tiine elapsed (minutes)  ^ 30 ivoHbOj 
• 2300 
Weight of  copper screens s  5»15 pounds 
"  of  i ron plates r  52.2 pounds 
Entering temperature z 70®P. 
Average Temperature of  
drier  = 212®F. 
Difference in temperatures 1^2°F.  
Speoif ic  He^it  of  copper i  0.093 
Specif ic  Heat  of  i ron = O.OI3 
Specif ic  Heat  of  water  -  1,0 
Specif ic  Heat  of  pi th Z 0,37 
Weig'ht  of  pi th s  2.5 pounds 
Weight  of  water  = ^5,65 "  
Sensible Heat  
Copper ( l i f2)  (0.093) (5.15) = B.T.U. 
Iron (l i»-2) (0.113) (52.2)  = 337.5 B.T.U. 
Pi th (l i<-2) (0.37) (2.5)  = 13 B.T.U. 
Water  (1^2) (1)  ( i l .5.65) s  6^90 B.T.U. 
Total  7ii-0S.7 B.T.U. 
Steam used for  sensible heat  r  z J, 6k- $ 
970 
83 
tae>lf: no. ojj 
dq YlhJG or PITf-fBOAQD /iV STEAM OVEN. 
DATE TIME ATET IVT or CONDENSATE 
STEAM 
P2ESSrj^ iL 
TIJ^B 
IArT£J2l^ E (MINUTE) 
JBATE or STEAM 
CONSUME TION 
GI^IS./M!N. 
Teb. 27 
I930 3:25 610 
&-S>5 4329 49.0 50 Z300 
9-26 6860 440 30 5640 
1000 580 36 /100 
lO 26 5060 40.0 26 69(50 
J0 56 9J3<3 45-O 50 IZIOO 
il-Z5 9630 49.0 30 1Z940 
11 56 10024 60 0 30 13338 
12 25 1024I 51.6 30 14322 
1266 10009 60.0 30 1336a 
126 8040 6pO 30 992CJ 
1-65 <0(066 500 30 7170 
2-25 7297 470 30 3434 
266 7627 43 0 30 8394 
5-2S 7976 51.0 30 97'.^ .0- , 
606 J&600 . 4 t> 0 100 557C-' 
7-15 24340 470 100 33JO 
10 Z<5400 61.6 ISO 2430 
^
03
! 1 
12-15: 133 lO 61.0: 120 290 : 
Z-16 124 70 600 r2(j 0 
< •^16 1211(j 60.C IZO 0 
0:OO 10390 60.0 I06 0 
8 00 J2890 120 0 
9:20 79 30 48.6 80 0 
Toto/ 242 257 14(6 6 
84 
Steam ovsn losssr; (lii-65) = 3^+2 oounds 
454 
Total steam uaed = 532.5 pounds 
5ts^m uaed in evaporation = 532.5 - 3'+S - 7.6if 
= 132.S6 pounds 
Effioisncy of drier r - 2k. 
1S2.S6 
T h e  actual crying rate may bs seen by observing Curva 
Ko. 3ii# psgs 65. Th3 maximum drying, rate was raached when 
one-fifth of ths dryini^ time had elapsed. The curve shows a 
slow rate of drying during the latter part of the run. Sev­
eral rises and falle in pressure indicate points off the 
carve. Sea Table Ko. 7ii» P-'S® ^or results of run num­
ber two. 
Tlie total weight of boards used waa 105.25 pounds. 
The total time w^s 1^30 minutss. 
Steam used for sensible heat equals same as run one, 
7.6^^ pounds. 
SteaiTi over losses I (1^30) = 353«5 pounds 
Total steaifj! used = r ^-18 pounds 
'fJei^ht of pith = 195^ grams = 4.29 pounds 
Weight of water removed z ^ 3.61 pounds 
Steam used in evaporation = Ul2 - 333»5 - 7'^^ 
r 76.S6 pounds 
CUQ.VE NO. 3jar 
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tar^ l.e no. 7a 
Bj^riNC OF P^THBOAQD IN STflAM OVEN 
DATE TIME 
TIME 
IPfTEWAL 
iMINL 'TF.) 
NET IYT/G//T 
CT OONJJENSATE (C'£AMJ) 
STE-ATl 
P2ESTUE1E. 
(POUNDS) 
Mar. (d 3-iS 
8-.4^5 50 TJ215 45.0 
30 5313 50.5 
9--^5 JO 4510 47.0 
iO:l5 30 : 3950 ^10 
53.0 lO:43 JO 5980 
11:15 JO 3485 5 to 
il:4S JO r 5(c>5J 50.0 
/2-35 70 9058 52.5 
20 4oe4 50.0 
i-45 JO: . (5221 47.3 
2:/^ 30 •3(395 47 O 
2-.^6 30 42JZ 43^0 
' 
3: 16: JO 3530 42.0 
3:^6 JO J97e 48.0 
4:15 JO :35'03 : 40.5 
4:45 JO 4J23 5ao 
:5-30 ^5 J875 470 
7:2S 1J3 13560 4Q.O 
Q:4S i 40 . , 17390 34.0 
ll-SO 125 157JO 39.0 
\34.0 Mar. 7 2:00 . 130 15050 
400 120 / 3)(o3C) 3<5 0 
0:00 • , 120 135'40 3<b.O 
8:0.5 125 14 7(3(b 4(d)0 
o s 
Efficiency of dryer = r 56.7 ^ 
Ths boards were not dry whsn removed froir the oven. This 
accoantsd for the higher efficiency of the dryer for the last 
tr'xces of water reqalre rriuch more tii^s in drying than does the 
first part removed. The steair. pressure fluctu?5.ted decidedly 
causing a very uneven discharge of condensate. Conasqusntly, 
the rate of steam consumption was difficult to secure. 
( 3 ) .  Vacuurr! drying. These two runs were rnads in the 
s-s-ng oven but v?^cuum used during the drying. See Table 
Ho. Sji, page 88 , for results of run number one. The stsa-r 
ov3n losses for vacuun) drying were equal to J2,k grams per 
minute. 
Losses due to radiation = (717) ^,^00 graws 
Steam used for drying = - 55,8 pounds 
Weight of pith r ii-.5 pounds 
Wsi?Tht of screens =5*5 pounds 
Weight'of plates = 53*25 pounds 
Total weight = 102.75 pounds 
Weight of water removed s 102.75 - 63.S5 s 39-5 pounds 
Efficiency = (100) s 70.7 ^ 
55. s 
These boards were slightly damp when removed. Therefore 
the efficiency would be lowered soffiewhat for bone dry boards. 
See Curve No. page 89 , for the charaotsrists of this 
drying process. See Table No. 9ii» page 90, for results of 
TA3Lr. IVO. 8j^ • 
l^ACUaM Df^y^fN'G .or PITHBOAQD. 
DATE TIME 
TIME 
INTFMl^ 'AL 
(AI/JVUTE) 
WEIGHT or 
CC'NDEJMSATE (qpaajj) 
J'77-;/iyV 
PP:E4yueE 
. (POUIIDS) 
VACUUAl 
(INCHES OE 
iiEpcre.r) 
J^ ar. lO d:l5 50. 0 
C--^6 :5C yd 20 ~^50.0 20:0 
y.iS 50 /7 73 50.0 20.C 
9-< 5^ 30 ., i(o8{ 49.0 30 C . 
IO:J5 30. 25B9 49.0 ^<9.G 
JO ••^5 . .30 247^ 4<o.C : 21C 
ii-iS • JO . 3497. 4<b,0 21.C 
il-4& ,, SOdO 47.^ . 20,3 i 
iS:i3 : . -56' 3335 48.0 , •26.5' . 
J2:4^ 5 2249 ; MO . 20.7 
i-JS 3724 48.0: 20. L-
T-^6 30 3227 : 41. c: •, \ 20.6 
2;/5 , <50 2929 4I.C 20.5 
2-.45 46:C 16.5 
:5-i5 50 440^  47.C 15 0 
30 (b36<a 4e.c 17.5 
41:. 13 50 221C 49.6- 20.0 
4:46 . 30 2270 •4^0 • 2 JO 
•^•.16 3C . 2e>e7 20.0 
3^:45 1.530 4e.o 200 
7-10 47(27 4e.o 20 c 
8: J a 72 : e35(b 47 c 200 
Total 7 / 7  11151 
, 
Fonn E-5 
(^jnoQ jdd'B}jj U0f4dujns'U0Q cuoa^j' 
30 
TADLF. NO. 9jj.. 
vacuum dqying of pitmboam, 
mrfi riME, 
I'IME 
INTEeyAL 
(/w^yTX^' 
lV£/0/fT Of 
COfWENSATL 
(Cj2A/^1S) 
VACUUM 
mCME6 
OFm£CU0) 
STEAM 
CONSUnPTIO/i 
. GMS./im. 
iSTEAM 
P£ESSU£E 
L3d/JQ.IN. 
Maris 830 
8-^ i?j5 2585 19 11430 SO.O 
9 J5 (^ 12Q 20 7900 \57.O 
9:60 GZ42, 20 3130 • 30.S-
4/^ 994- 20 7<350 49:^  
10:4S ^743 20 9J3(2 ^0.0 
11-IS 20 70P0 SO.Q 
11.55 4^(9 5<^a 20 3Q30 30.0 
12:/5 20 44^03 20 9099 S70 
J2:^ 5 J 5^SZJ 20 eo9o 
113 3^; 40de 20 3d20 570 
1 4^5 3 . 9 . 4630 20 . <^470 48.0 
2:20 4994 20 42SO 4(3.0 
2-45 2S 2724  ^ 13 2 790 . 45.0 
• .5 J5 30 7064 f.5 : 1780. 45.0 \ 
J 30 2(bJO.. 20 Q70 4 .^0 
4/^20 . <5^ ; 2724 37 a 40P 
. 3^ . 10(2>5 :50.0 
30Q4.S • 1780 47.^  
5-46 
„£5' 
47(37 1  ^ SI80 ^2.0 
:C l^: 4^40 i<e 4730 47.5 
7:26 7' ^ 23'230 i(h 737 S3:0 
/r:.'50 ./.• 7 1:5393 so ' 0 300 
Total &.50 1097S0 
• - • •• • — 
run two. 
The ste-^Jm oven losses = {72.^}-) (^50) = 6l,600 grairs 
Weight of drying; steam = ^ 0 ? t ~  I O 5 . 5  p o u n d s  
Weight of pith s 3-5 pounds 
Weight of water removed = k6,3^ pounds 
Efficiency = (iCO) =: 43.2 ^  
steam 
W of oon-
Steam consumption = ^—(60) 
Calculation for first line of table r 
~ (^'7) (5o) = ll,if30 grams per hour 
(4). Forceci air drying. A Proctor and Schwartz dryer 
ivas next used for drying the pith board. This dryer differed 
from the previous dryer in that hot air was forced over the 
board thus wearing away the film of moisture surrounding the 
toarc and at the same tima cr^rryin^ ^-way the watar vapor. 
The first run was made on two sixteen inch squsire pith boards. 
Screens and iron plates were placed on both ths top ?^nd the 
bottom of each board. The humidity of the exit air was re­
corded by wet and dry bulb thermometers. 
Run two was msde similar to run one except the pith was 
molded into a large board vshich rested directly on the screen 
of the dryer tray. This board did not have a plate on top. 
92 
No evidence of waroing was nouiced during ths drying process 
and an excellent board was produced. See T'^.ble Ko. 10^^, 
pa^:© 92, 
The board dried in a muoh shorter time than it did Vvith 
either vacuurii or stearr drying. The quality of the board w?s 
good. See Tabls No. Hji# P^^gs 94, for the results of run 
t'.'Jo. This board wag thicker than the previous run but requir­
ed only a few hours mora of drying. S33 Curvee No. 5];j 
Ijl* p2-ges 95 and 96, for the drying rate of the pi uh boards 
in the Proctor .and Schwa.rtz dryer. The two curves are (rery 
ai-nilT. ??e3 Curve No. and Curve ?To, Sjj, pages 97 and 
98 , for the relation batwseii huwidity, in pounds of water 
per pound of bone dry air, and tiiTe in 'r.inutes. The two 
curvss varied widely. This error was acoountsd for by consid­
ering: the fact thab ths teir.perature of the inlet air v;r s 
sls-/::n degrees lower for the first run. 
(5) .  Drying by elsctricity. A specially deoigned 
platen, Pl^te I'^o. 99, was used for this experiment. 
Runs w^re raads using various thickness of bc.rds but in no 
case could the time be reduced to a short enough tiiKe to be 
oorrK..erGial. 
^3 
TAhLE /I- ' /cv 
Di2rjNC OF PITHL50AQD: IN PI^ OCTOJ? MD SCHWARTZ B£r£J2. 
'^E.'^PEeATueE, °F, .^y//A//D/TK {%i-'• A7Ei: 
/APOe Pfe IL^-
OJT DOfVE Dei- .T2j 
TIME 
TnTAL t^VT. 
7-i-AMS) 
LOSS OF iVT 
fc-eAMs) OUTLET De^ E>UL£> 
h'£T 
3CL3 
i300 209.0 107 0.02 -1 . p / !7)Q58 
jf94.5 2290 lie C.04J Z31 13729 129 
200.0 237.0 120 o.oso 2-41 !3542 18 7 
• soeo 241.0 124 0.059 2-51 13S9i 251 
2C70 248.5 12 <£> 0.0(b5 3-01 12988 3>05 
20G(^ 243>.0 129 0.075 3:11 !2 -^ 57 
':24S5" 
231 
. 302 zoa.c 242.5 132 o.oas 3-21 
207.0 2^3 1.5 135 0.102 331 . 12143 307 
207.C 240.5 129 :O.C7(3 '3-41 IISSQ 200. 
1.07.0 241 O 129 0.076 . 351 1 i53Q 300 
?ce.5 243.0 132 0.065 • 4-Oi 3:293 295 
• 2C7.Q 243.0 ,129 0.07<B 731 ' 11314 279 
. 207.6 245.0 i2e 0.070 421 ir 737 253 
2iO.C 244.0 128 0.07C 431 10486 273 
2/OJO 244-0 129 , 0.074 447 33211 - .277 
209.6 244.0 128 0.070 4 31 
5--CH 
97943 
' 9(3'=>3 
238 
209-0 24eo i2e o.oee 21T3 
2oy.o 2470 122 o.oee 53! 
'5.2! 
33! 
9421 
' J13 8 ' 
<99.-^-
&<383; 
"4490' ' 
~ ""5.3.0 7- ^ "" 
. 3(37 
233 2/0.0 247.0 /2(2) 
2J2.0 24Q.O i2e o.oe5 
ooeJ 
2I& 
2E20 250.0 125 5:4! 233 
S12:0 . 249 0 123 d.055 :_3_!^:_ 
ib:C.''!' 
190 
ZIl.O 24Sr 123 0.055 _ /30 
• 2/2 .0 24Q.O 122 0.052 •.£>:!: 8219 • 
SI 21 2l3.C 249.0 . 122 0.032 . • 6 2i 93 
2J4:a 248 O 122 0.052 
.0032 '' 
i e: 34 _ 
O •// 
. uj'51 
" d:C>l 
3r'45_ 
3oaj"\ 
; 7^3 / 
7S59 . 
' " 783':S 
73/^ 
' 73(32" 
76 
2/2.'^  250-0 122 43 
Z50.5 121 0.051 
' d ' 0051 
3& 
. 2/2.C 25J.O 121 31 
2J<1.5 23J.O 123 . . 0.053 77/• 41 
214.5 253.0 122 O.OJl . 7-21 29 
214.6 254.0 122 0.051 . 731 
. .^^ _..... 
•SO/-
• d'd!-
le 
£14.0 2520 : 121 0.050 12 
2140 233 0 124 0.053 7333 
7793: 
' '7735 
2 
2/4.0 233.0 ISO 0.049 5 
214.3 254.0 122 0.051 0 
Wi^/gnt of p/l/i — OOO gromr 
yyi/cknesj- — O 0.7 /^nche-s 
Losj^ o/^ h'<^/ght ~ /.3,dd& —77^37—(bO<3^grams of y/ofer 
T/me r^ c^ u/red= idnours. f'd ,nn,n. 
l.n!ef... Aif^ leyn/oerafure 73'^'T 
34-
tahj.e A'V.l • 
of pithboajzd r/\r PRocroa cf ^o-H^mRTz driej^  
-rEMPE2ATUi2E, °E ruMiDiTy 
VAPoe pre L£>. 
or 3o/yr -oe'r A/e) 
T/ME TOTAL IVT. 
fOeAMS) 
LOSS or 
foe/y^s). OUTLET DCi^ 3ULB 
(V/fr 
nuL3 
/P(& 2/2 0.045' 927 ll'.OtiG 
20J 220 /30 O.OSS • 9-35 123(ol 227 • 
205 223 J22 0.059 9 •43 12021 
209 227 ^^ 5 o.oej 10 OO 11468 
2/S 23/ 12(2 0.068 10:13 ilC08 S60 
Z55 125 ones 1C:30 104e3 54i5 
£VG 23<2 12(o~ o.o<oe . 10-43 993e 527 
2ie 236 12(2> 0.0(b(o 11-OO 9303 533 
2ie Z37 130 0.07 • ']tf5 6908 493 
219 239 1S3.5 0.07\ l/:30 8236 (243 
2J9 2^/ 127 0.069 li-.45 7735 480 
, 228 260^ 122 0.051 1-.02 ^700 2Q835 
230 252 12J 0.050 1:15 s400 3CXD 
2^ 252 122 0.051 130 5i235 lSi5 
230 253 121 0.050 1--45 5'092 183 
232 254 121 0.050 2-00 4950 j4s 
232 235 122 0.032 2-15 4825 . 123 
25Z 255 124 0.036 2-30 4730 95 
250 255 123. . 0.034 2--45 40fO . .120 
228 255 122 0.052 3:00 452:0 90 
252 25e 122 0.051. 
0.05/ 
3.15 
J-'30 
3-45 
4435 Q5 
25^ . 267 122 43<20 
4295 2.5,^ 238 1241 : . o,03e e5 
237 258. .124 . 0.052 4x90 
4.15 
430. 
42SO 73 
237 25 Q 123 0.051 4185 35 
237 258 122 i. ODSO 4JJ5 1 '-70 . 
Z3& .253 123 O.OS.1 4-45 4035 -30 
FINAL WTIGHT , 37eo 325 
J Diet air teniperai ore zrr Gj'^ F 
Weigt)t at p/'th — 5^0 grams. •: 
Loss of we/gnt — 12.5&G—3,7'^ O rt8£& grams' i^'Ofer 
I'hicHness — G.9J Inches 
'F/me of drying — 7 hours i8 m/nrtes 
Form E-5 
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a 
p o p 
>0 o n 
4(/b/d  ^ jo j'ro'y 
Form E-5 
(^ s'd f^kjjcu jdd s'ijjdjqj ^qsfd  ^ jo j's'o-j 
HUMIDITY 
Lbs. \Nater F^er Lb. Bone Dry /lir. 
4 
Form E-5 
t;: 
(j/o yfJp 9Uoq J9c/ joc/d/i /fj.!piujnf-/ 
no. en: 
wifainq d/ag£'a/w for platln's 
On Hydi2auuc 
Z Z O  A C  
-• 
Upp^f^ Lowe.fz 
Pl a ten. Pl a ten. 
SvyncH Box 
Switch Sox y5etting^3 Fop Variable H^atj 
•
 •
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•
 
• •- a 
• • a 
• D—1 o 
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•
 0
 
•
 0
 
° J-° ° 
• '—• • 
•
 •
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a
 
a a B 
o a—-a 
D a—, n 
Q O—' • 
vvaj2a4 hot medium Medium. 
loe 
7-AP>I±'. no. 
conduct/l^ lty of i^ fffilgenation boards f^ ade f£om p/l'h 
Pi'./N 
NO. PPEPAJ2AT/ON OENStT}'' coNPi/CTiy/ry 
/ ''f] VN'"-
PPESSr 'PF. 
1 Commercia! Co/-x boarc/ 7.7 30 
Z (. (. r rugali^c/ BOA -board 39(b 
3 Fiber -3oard (P/fb remoi^edj . 7.G 5' •tl2 
£>eot J hour 5A5 .267 .17Co 
S n 5.68 .29 ./ . 
./ (2? If 472 
5.82 
.308 
7 
dame board treated 
with atcooet .28d 
a Beat / hour 5.71 .ZGZ 7  
" Jordar)ed 4.79 .288 .7 
/o Same: board treated 
w/th dtcooe/ 5.95 .?.73 
11 Be-of lO m/r).] dor done ct 5.49 .29 .394 
dame board // eate'd 
with atcooet (2>.&Z .284 
15 Pitt) j^eparatect by /)onct; 3eaf 30 mir). . 1.87 . . .249 . 
14 Deaf 30 mir). 5.42 .29 J 
15 3eat thiP m/n. 7.35 .259 .(b95 
Icf " Jordancd . a.CoZ .252 A/ore • 
17 i r  4.28 
• 
11 
. . / 8  
; It 4.(h5 :25G r r  
19 Beoh P/ne or^djorctaned 6.75 .2(h2 .1 
20 Jame- aj^ aboi^e) washed 4.4(b .25 .1 
Z1 3eah J5 m/n.c 5.95 .298 .49 
£2 f f  (b.i(b .292 , .32 
^3 f f  G.82 .2G2 1.95 
24 Beat 20 /77/n. 5.45 £94 
10/ 
aloogel. The contents wers stsatned in order to dissolvs the 
aloogel, then heat en for ons hour in the small beater. The 
pulo w?9 then placed in iron molds, equipped with fine mesh 
screen, and alloweo to dry in a steam oven. Weights ^ "sre 
placec on the molds to pre\r8nt the bo^rd frorr: warping. The 
boards ivars then si^nded smoothly and the followin!^; teats 
rare nads, n'Odulus of rupture, density, ipoisture ?.bsorption, 
f^.nd oonducbivity. P'es Table No. P^gs I08t 
Run nurrber six gave the best results. The aloogel did 
not affect the conductivity. The density -^^.s much below 
th^.t of cork. The moisture absorption for twenty-four hours 
w=3.3 rsduoed to ninety-five per cent. 
This study was continued with such rnaterials as NHj^iF, 
?isbestos, cornstalk adhesive, KaF, and etc. See results in 
Table No. page 110, 
2. Fireoroofing of pith board 
Ons hundred and fifty grams of air dried pith were 
placed in sin^.ll beriter. Four thous^-nd and five hundred 
cubic centiinsters of water r;ere then added. After the pith 
was well hydrated, the fireproofing binder w^-s added and the 
contents were besten for one hour with the roll set rather 
firmly. The wet pulp was then formed into a bo^rd by means 
of the board forming rTi9,chine. The bo^rd was then placed in 
a gtearr oven. 
lOB 
Table Ro. 13jj 
EFFECT OF BINDER ON PITH BOABD 
Run* i 
Alcogel 
Density 
Ib/cu ft 
Cond'ty Mod. of 
ruoture 
Moisture 
2 hr 
Absp. 
2k hrs 
1 5 k.Zl 0,30s 4S6.7 127.6 412.0 
10 0.300 ifO.5 166.5 
3 15 ^.93 0.29^ 226.0 5^^2.0 
30 5.30 0,272 550.2 S9.^ 336.5 
c; J 25 5.S2 0.330 4l6,0 76.5 193.Q 
r O 30 5.25 0.292 20.9 95-2 
7 J+0 5.10 0.296 53.3 221.0 
•Drying pressure was 0,7^5 lbs, par sq. Irj. on '5-11 runs 
Tlis moisture abcorption was run on each s?.mpla. As 
each pith board held in the flame it was held in such 
a position that the flame pjlayed upon the edges of the s?-m-
pla. See Table No. P^ge HO* 
Samples made up with five per cent cornstallr adhesive 
gave the lowest moisture absorption for the beatsr size 
while the bos-rds pointed r;ith Vulrox, an oxidised asphalt, 
g'vs ohe best result for samples which were p?-int3d. The 
sr'.i.-rplea painted V7ith sodium silicate g:?;,ve the best firs-
proofing. None of the s-^'oples were absolutely fireproof. 
The pith bonrd alone could not st^^-nd more than three second 
in the flawe. 
110 
y.-'h'blf. /vo. 
/^£/::ppoo-//jg- nr pithboam). 
.'Va 3!N/'-'P. DFJicL'TV 
LhsiCu.Ft 
%A^JO^P?"/ ..\V •'• P'r -Tc:! ' ry.A/y: 
i /-K, /J7:c 4 >.777. • • <7 70 
I 
• 
Na^SiOj 4.d) 
' 
/ 7(S.a L i'/d /> •'/ 
4 urn 
7A)U/-'neo 
rop/c/j-
z 
% 
A/(7^J^/Oj (o.OO 8d6.G 
4u/ V)^o' 
T/O^V/t •' 
, 
^y'% 
A^(%cr/Q5-
4d9 d<3d.O (530XA Durr)^r7 
f\yp/dd n . 
Painted 
Na^iSiCd 
s.^a ,^o.o 
D/d not 
born 
D/d r)or 
• 
burnotd 
u/ai'Vty 
•. ,•?•• •5.04- <97/ 729.6 Did not 
h 7'n 
' b^'./r/100' 
/ 'Of' •/.; -Ay 
' 
('o 
"frH^r 
5.ZI J39.0 -7/4.0 D/d not 
burn 
l7>l // . ' 7<£.: 
jtoh/y 
/ . 
/ 
d -Vc^  
Asbes/cs 6,35 7dS.O 81 f.O 
D, c nor 
burn 
Dunned 
/ /pidty 
40 % 
Asljestos (2).4J 73<3.7 4/77.0 
Gunned 
A^oiv/t 
bunnco 
::9 C 
Asij^::st os-
77>'/.0 d05.7 Djg not 
Du'/^n • 
burr red 
•s/Oi-y/y 
10 • .J / . ' ^  •  
A'oF' 
d.dO 3(o8J . (oZ3.0 77c .-Jat 
burn 
b) unnnd 
0,01% // 
i! SO % 
• Nar 
.5.80 J97). / dS4.3 Did nrd 
Durn 
brnned 
r7p/dy 
12 oo% yyar . 3.S7 D(h(ixl 7G9.0 
7'id not 
burn, 
d:-'rned • 
X ''Lv/i 
/J pith 
only • 
4^.72 /31(J 9Z4.C D/d not 
• Durr/ 
bor/ )^d 
ropiad • 
f-}Cy'/ Jilts'/ 31.3 J -^9.0 
7) 10 not 
horn 
1 t Or / 1 C..O 
rap, dtp 
-L5' £0% ; 
A}d/jej^iu-e AAO£ (o 8.1 434:0 
7J/O /lot' 
4 urn 
tionoed 
nop/dij 
** 
I(b Pai/ )iep' 
Ache P/i-e' 
. d. 70 177.^ 7oO..O 4,d not 
bunn 
bu/neoA. 
J ic i-ty ' 
-  • .  .  
Ill 
T/iBLE NO. Mjj 
Ff^EPPpOFJNCr OF PITH BOA 12 D. {c ontinued) 
/\fO. DfNDE^ DENjirr. 
lb^ /coft 
%AE>SOQPTION. EFFECT OF FLAME 
i //£ :2'ffiPS. J J EC. a ^ EC. 
* *  
/7* Pa/,') fed 
Vo/rox Z2.70 4.9 22.1 
D/d nof 
buFn 
,Dkf f)of 
burn 
B>urned 
s/oiv// 
16 sfc 
Marb-l:Co/e 
4so loas.a 12 70.0 Durned j-/okv// 
Burned 
rapJd/y 
19 
F/ord-l^Cof6 4. do , 07.7 W 7.3 
3urn&d 
s/oiv/y 
E>urr)ed 
rapidty 
** Po/nT^o' 
fJar/^-L-Cofe SJO (de.i ^35.0 
Did f)ot 
I) urn 
D/d not 
burr) 
3urned 
2i 
AJ/ies/V'S , ^.:^o 
(b^.l 12d.O Did nof 
burn 
3urned 
rapid// 
22 d)0% 
Adf}&s/i/e • S.80 9 7.9 233.0 
D/d not 
burn 
£)orned 
rop/d// 
* 3esf fireprooff'ng of ad 
* Fourth best 
** * jd. besf 
****Thjrd desf 
3. Pressboard 
a. Methoda of praparr^tion 
(1)t Relation of beating time to strength. A 
series of meahanic^vl boards was mads in which the beating 
time wag varied fror? zero to fourteen hours. The pulp used 
had been passed through the rod mill once before beating, 
then it was washed free of dirt and fines before placing in 
the beater. The boards were formed on the large suction 
plai,3 and pressed at one hundred and twenty-one pounds per 
square inoh for two hours with forty to fifty-five pounds 
staaw pressure on-the platen?. The boards were dried three 
hours before pressing. See Table No. Iju# page 113. 
The modulus of rupture increased with beatins; bo a 
4 
maxinium at twelve hours. This was probably due to higher 
hydration of the pulp. The mxi/aure density was also at 
tw3l-«;s hours beating. 
(2). Relation of fiber length to strength. Cooked 
cornstalks were rod milled rapidly in order to provide long 
coarse fibers. The fibers were then reduced in length gradu­
ally by raeans of a beater. All pulp was sized three per cent 
with rosin and five per cent alum. Eight runs were made in 
this series. See Table Ho, 2jjj, P^ge 114. 
The boards made in runs one and two were roiigh and 
112) 
table 
qell/^ tio/v, or 3/:^ -'17v/vo t/z^e to ittf^ f/^ crm_ of pp.eosf^ cjmj^ d 
Qoord No. 
B(^at/ng 
Ttrne 
(hours) 
Dens/ty 
(Lbs., oaf0 
Mc.:dc/us of 
apt ore 
nnoT 
Mojsfure 
Percer>f 
/4' O ^^••"53.(58 5.03 
J5 • / 3Q .(b5 5/&0 ^.JO 
/6 Q\ 5 7.41 7030 (b. 80 
(7 3 36. fc" S.IU 
18 4^C.3 6.^ 0 . 
/9 •5 39.7 4^^73 . i.OO 
3/ 7 4676 /. 30 
3  ^ 8' 53.7 5JaO: 2. JO 
3<9 y 5e.^ 7^33 ' 3VO 
5 3 - 5(b.C • — ' 
3-/ ' (o/-^ SOOLY .e.3o . 
3-5 (4 7^. 5 G/(b& 
' 0'£Z' • •  ^ ' £00 o OT:^^ . 11 9: 
pjPOQ 
JOOd 
p-Q?^: yog , , 03C<0 . ; /. 
n '.91'^ • , ' li • o 
II- QV£ . J60 L605^ 'ujcu. g ^o9q g 
II OOP D-f/lI OlO/- II 17 
pjDog 
poop O'SC Li'9- 'o/u/ £ J- . 
11 OOQ .i-06 /.60L it -7' 
p^DOQ 
fpOoop pt/Q. : ;. Z/7W . £99/ 5U!JP0CJ op ' / 
9M(7V[\!3'J -'IND-... / OYOp ro7j £YJ7Y.'OOO.'' 
dlOd JO 
uoixv^rvdjuo NOO 
^U/.:.{'FY'L .yT//'/'.Z<•// 'z'^' 
' g ' c d j o  / y y : : w 7 d / s '  / / / / w y ' /  c x j . q i j  j o  n o l j . v ' i s j  
'UN 37QVJ. 
J. J. 
shabby loolcing. Thsir moduli were ths highest of the series 
but they wsre undasir'^.bls boards. The thre? n^inuta beating 
gavs good looking bo^-rcs which wsre nearly »- strong as ths 
first tv/o runs. The pulp which was beaten vary fins W3.s 
worthless, for the strength was lowered greatly, 
(3). Hslation of rod mill and olaflin reflnin" to 
3tr5n!7:th. Cornst'^llf's wsre passed throug:h the rod mill fror?! 
on?, to tbr-se times, then ol'5flined vr.rious lengths of ti-rs. 
See T?cl? Ho, p^-g® US* 
The fresnesa of the pi0.p showed ?• doss rsl^-tionship 
T^ith ths strength. Pulps of ths samg frsensss V"ri3d widely 
cue to diffsrsnces in fiber langth. Ths strength of the 
boards v^risd 5,130 due to unavoidable irregal^rltiea in 
pressing. Two tinpes throua-h t'ne rod will and t'.-3jnty rriinutss 
of cl^.flining ths bsst results for meoh^-nic^l boarc-G, 
Ci). Relation of frseness to strsnp-th, Ths nsxt 
ssriss of runs was wade by using pulp that hs,d been passed 
tlirough ths rod rrill trdcs. The pulp was oli'flinsd for 
differ'nt lengths of tir/ie in order to determine ths T.^ simurri 
tiTS for the strongest board. See Table No. P^8"0 117» 
As bafors, a freenass of twalva seconds produced the 
strongest board, Ths strength of the board was lovrered by 
increasing the refining. The board crushed badly after too 
lie 
table no. 3ai 
If/rcr or MJD J /^LL /tNP CLAFl/N O /^ Sre^ /yCT// or PJ^£SS30API?, 
HUN TIMES THeOirOff j30dmill TIME IN claflm 
fe£ENESS 
(seconds) /^ odull/s lhs/Sq Tn. 
1 -- 1 • 20 a 1725 
2 / .  20 q 1895 
<3 / zo 3 1Q30 
4 / 20 s 1923 
5 0^. 3 2007 
2 20 
• 
5340 
7 2 20 i2 5JOO 
& 20 j2 6745 
9 2 20 iZ 75^ O 
10 z 20 12 7750 
iJ 3 5 4 2923 
12 3 5 4 : 3942 
5 4 4300 
14 J 5 4 5680 
15 • J, • 4 5ZOO 
/6 4 : ' 3- • e 3600 
17 5 . , 4520 
/8 J (b 3900 
19 </• 6 7000 
20 4 5 (o OdOO 
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TA3LE NO. 
jQEL/^T/d/y OF f^E'ENESS OF pcyj^  TO <f Tj^EATGTFf OF p^£SJ'BQ/i£>D 
No. • 
T/n)£ f/) C/of//n 
fM/nufes) 
/^reenej'S 
(d^econds) 
/"^ode/us o f Pup/c/re 
(Lbs/s<^jr i) 
115' , 10 3 /7e4 
I/(b /o 5 • . 25(3£ . 
//7- /o 3. J92a 
//8 /o -5 . 22<b4 
L19 ID J 2493 
ISO JO 3 2/do 
i2/ /a 3 2seo 
/se . 5 • <7 2040 
157 • 4.7 2757 
15S . J" ^ 4.7 /887 
159 ••• ^ '• 4.7 /983 
/32 5 204^J. 
/35 5 293 7 
5 es'oo 
137 5 293 7 
/3d 5" • • 
-  :  •,  ^  ' 
300S 
I40 3353 " 
79 
y47 ;. /S-Q (b . 2939 
/£i Jo 3J57 
J si . (b 2JSJ5 
/50 IBi (b 2S4S 
151 /si (B 2Q97 
, 96 • .20 /2 S70CJ 
97 SO 72 7750 
98 • SO 7S 7300 
99 20 . /B 7700 
lOO 15 8 39^)0 
11^ 
ta&le no. 4jn: 
DELATION OF F^ELNCSS OF PULP TO JT2ENOTM OF P^ESS&OABD (CO/VT) 
NO. 
T/NIF IN CLAFLW 
(MINUTES) 
FPEENFSS 
(JFCONDS) 
MODULUS OF SUPTUBF 
{LBS./SQ.IN.) 
JOi 15 3 4Z20 
' WZ 15 8 4450 
/03 ni lO.l 3240 
104 172 iO.l 5(bX> 
//i ' 10. i 5320 
2zh 112 51Q0 
lOl : 222 M.2 5520 
JOB 22 2 J 4.2 5430 
long a refining. 
A similar study wag rn^de on oooked stallrs. One pass 
through the rod will gav-s the best results. The pulp was 
then olaflined for various lengths of tims. The fresness 
was not determined. See Table Ko. page 120, 
A strong board required from fivs tc six minutes refin­
ing. Too much refining was harmful. The first few runs were 
we^k due to the fact that the fibers were not reduced enough 
in length to form a good mat. 
(5)« Effects of fermentation on pressboard. Rescs 
(3S) completed some interesting work on fermented pulp. See 
Table No. 7iji> PSi-gQ 121. Mechanical pulp that was fermented 
for twenty days produced a stronger board than pulp which ;vas 
Bot fermented. The author repeated the above test using cooked 
pulp. Fermentation increased the strength of the board. 
(6). Effect of method of drying on strength of the 
finished board. ^ 
(a). Preliminary drying of the mat. Previous 
experiments ssemed to show the fact that all m.ats should con­
tain at least fifteen per oent ryioisture when pressed. No 
mention was made of the higher lirrit. A series of runs was 
made in order to determine the optimum per oent. 
Cornstalks were passed through the rod mill and then 
/.12 
os/e Z ^22 0J08 '?)f2 
OOGl ^ / £22 . 02^L <2 912 
OOPQ / 222 0:^/2I £ PI2 
0£69 J 22 0£m Q ^J2 
79^Q 032 09^)^ 2 212 
/^/6 612 02/^^ 2 JI2 
8f2 OSQ OJZ 
J an ±d/Iff JO 
rnj/ijou 
(S7±nNIN). 
A/IIJVID 
MI 'JWIJ 
'ON A//? ^  7m±dn^ JO p/nnaow 
(9j±nNiiAj) 
Mil J V 73 . 
MI 
VN MO d 
'o^ fbojsfjcrj jo a/jpa^ ji^ js- no mijvij m 'jl^ u jo jdjjjj 
• ^9 .'O/v 3iyvj 
. ,6?/^ OOP OOOI o >6' 
OQf 0'6£ £2n 021 99 
O^J 0'8£ Z2PJ 067 pQ 
02I 09£ 02JJ 0'12 28 
06 9Vf O^Af ZVP 22 
09 9'OP Offer gzs JQ 
O0 cor 006J 2-Lff oe 
, 27P 0002 Z'6ff 6A -
^p. OVp OOI2 OV9 Ql 
0£ rzp 00<^)2 620 L/-
0£ . I'fp 0^22 2)1 
. 
89P 000£ q)-a)q) 
O'lP Offl^. , P/L 
'J WOK' 86t OOOP p-L^ £l 
•<^UOK OOPt .9'/^ . 2z:~ 
(A'I^) A/JAO 
A// JL^'IJ 
/.V no/vgi 
AJ.IS'KJCJ 
jmjdnd JO 
pni/iaoLj ' 
OJ^SJdJ 
vm Gdvog Ni 
j&njs'/oiA/ ^  
•QM M/lcJ 
rr'jJF.<?jdd'. jo //joa/JcVj.q oj :/j:?j.p/o/j jo no/j. V7jd' 
\)jv .77^71:/. • 
O'ST 
iz l  
table ato. -/2u-
€Fr£CT or FE^MF/yTATFOJW OF J^L'LP C/V P^FSSBOFi^F) 
Ferrr/er) tatior) 
{Pay) %jQos/n 
/^odu/uj-
of PuptuFe 
tia 0 /)bS0Fpt/0F) 
% Oo/Ft ^  hr % Ga/f) c^4 hns. 
o 0 4000 74/ /20.0 
30 0 423 0 U(d.2 94.4 
O 43tO /4.5 57.5 
20 
-5 43(30 9.4 35.3 
0 dT* 4070 //.J 49.4 
20 4QZ^ 9.1 25. G 
Note: Pi// booFc/F preFFcd at <oOO //D^.^sq. /F). 
'^A/um added to p/~/ of 4.3 
j II " II 11 
table.. no. ej3r 
e.ffect of l/jw\^ ing d^v/f/o pbesj'u^e oft. •s t^^ effgth of" p^esj30ai>d 
PFessure 
Lbs/Fq. /n. 
A/oc/cy/uF 
of Pupture 
3^6* 3700 
' 
"/'::S20'.y 47<DO /'fouF /F) Press. 
(B93 •45SO P&rhpera/uFi^ /30" C. 
Q70 4e50 
bsatsn for eight hours. Tiio pulp was euolced dry sn the 
suotiofl plate^ The »?^.t w?».£} pl^^ced in "?<n iron raold and sub-
jeot^c to prsrasur^. "Phs i>o??rc8 la-ers then pl'^^oed in tfcs Cos 
dryer nr^d cried at one-h-^-Xf hour intsrvi-le up to ooaplete dry-
U'SSf^, then febey ?ysre presssed oaes hour, tlio pln.l;ciis being hef fc-
eo during- tliis process. S»s ffs-bls So. 5lli» P^ss 120. 
Ran number er:?V0iity-t^o ^ve Siia strongest iJO'^rd vphila 
riiR nurnb?!!: eighty-six g"vs ths bo^-^rsi. Tha stron^rest 
bo?^^r^y wers producso fro*?; cont'^ining sixty-six psr c?nt, 
or frore y-oiature. 
(b). ProliwiCTy osT the Tr,««.t. 
o? oooksd pulp were j)reai3^(5 afe dlffsrsnt prasaursn in order 
to dfit^iy^rlns the nvQViSit of ^voistura th'Jt ocaXd rernotrsd 
without drying. The pulp wns aookcd thrs<? bour??* rod irill&cl 
ono« and oln,n.iT3i0<5 fiv§ fnlnutSfs. Ses Tabl^ Ko. 12a 
(c). Hsl^tion of dryltis tl^^s to aferengtli of 
finished boTi.rd, Hartforc (l6) reporfeed the opti&ia"? drying 
tlrfs to be squ"?.! to ssventy-flvs .rinuts^a. Sae T?.bl.3 
So. 11IIJ, 124» 
A aeritJs of bo<s,rds ifexE in ordsr to ohscfc the above 
rsGulto. Th8 pulo «%9 rod rRlllso onae bs^-ten four hours", 
in tlia The bo^rfia TOrs thoG pr3Q!?etS tst dlfferant 
lengths of Ss© T®Me Ho. ISju, page 1E5. 
table: jvo. 9ac 
ajojj/vei removal /vga/ pp-esjj30aj^ d at v^p/oi/^  t£mpei?arup£l>3. 
RL/P 
NO. 
V7P 3ETO^£ 
P2E^JIN0 
V/T ATTEJZ 
Pj^PSSlNG 
WT TLETT^ 
D2yiNO 
% 770I^T{/££ 
OF 
OmOINAL 
770JSTUJZE 
AFTEQ. 
PHE^SING 
PJ2£S^UJ2E 
U5Ea DENJITV LB2/CU.rT 
i 2>a2 0 2670 93 • 74.5 (p 7.(l> /I4.5 2 24.8 
2 . 370.0 274.0 93.3 74.5 (b8.2 88.5 2(o.J 
3 402.0 2GQ.5 9(2.2 75.8 _ (o4.5 13Z.Q 28.1 
4. 407,0 292.1 • 97.0 7(2.3 (o(b 5 177.0 25.7 
S 410.0 2 72.G 94.8 7(2.5 (25.2 221-5 25.5 
(b 4-00.0 259.5 91.0 77.5 (255 2G56 25.5 
7 341.0 245.4 89.0 : 73.7 (23.9 309.6 2S.I 
' 8 3^0.0 242.(b 90.7 73.9 (b2.5 354.0 28.4 
9 :5(2>i).C Z25.5 Q(2.0 7(2.5 (2lJd 398.5 29.1 
JO 572.0 22^.4 67.1 • 7(7^.5 7I>2.0 442.5 27.9 
11 423.0 242.3 9(o.9 77.0 GO.O 555.0 30.5 
12 /12&.C 240.0 99.e 7(2.9 59.0 O63.0 30.0 
15 3>35.0 207.Z 87.9 75'.0 57.8 5753 • 5J.O 
-P/ 33:5'.0 2(^(h. 7 97.0 74^.0 ; <2.7^ 44.5 2S.Q 
15 351.5' 92.9 73.9 G>(b.5 8Q.5 24.2 
10 386.0 2 7617 92.0 7(2>.2 G(7>.0 132.3 23.(2 
17 : 595.0 93.(b 7(h2 (d4.9 177.0 22.9 
18 4525 2Co8.5 9 7.0 '775 (o5.6 Z21.3 27.4 
19 44(2>.o Z7P.3 107.3 77.3 0>3.^ 2G5:5 25.7 
20 477.0 3JZ.O ll<b.8 7(2.5 (b2.(2 309.8 2<2.(b 
21 47J .O 303.0 114.2 75:8 (22.5 . 554.0 27.5 
22 395.0 2 73.0 1057 '/ 3.2 (ol.5 393.3 29.7 
23 25J.Z 99.9 7e.9 (o0.4 442.5 27.5 
24- _ 303.0 227.77 93.9 7.5.5 59.2 555.0 29.4 
2'5 3b7 .0 224.5 93.1 75.7 58.5 2(o3.8 30.5 
ZOo 3455 2 (P.O 91.0 74.0 54.5 Q74.4 52.0 
TABLE NO. 
EFFECT OF l//\p.\^rNG DPY/NG- PFFSSUPF O/V P^fjsboapd 
Presj^ure 
Lbs./sq. /n. 
Mocfu/us 
of Pupture 
Pq 0 Pbsorp/'/on 
^ Gafn i Prr % Qo/f) P4 hrs. 
° \ 390 20.5 &0.7 
:3427 . Cp^.O J 2,(0.s 
44^0 3354 79.9 i3Z 2 
550 43 J 7 IS4.2 
(bOO 4000 (be.o //8.0 
733 3E'^7 (v7.s /I(p.7 
JlOO 3 300 92.S i2^:o 
2200 29(37 98.S 130./ 
3000 2973 74J fI3.0 
TABLE NO. 
EFFECT OF I/Aevz/vG TJME OF P^ESSJ/VG O/V STPE/VOT// OF PeEsssojijpD 
Pi me. 
/n Pl/'nufes 
Plodulus 
of Pup tare 
No te: 
Prej^j^ure, PPO /Ss./sci /F) 
Pemperof ure, /30° C. 
"^Pfcss F)of tvork/F)g 
correcPy. 
Q20 
30 Q&O* 
45 3000 
(oO 3)(v50 
75 39SO 
TABLE: NO. 
effect of vaqy/ng time of p£essing on stbeingth^^pf poes6boa^d 
_____ ^un1 : 
30A2D yVa : •TIME. DI2.1ED MODULUS OFQUPTU^E-
30 Jf(o30 
• '2 • V • 30 /652 
30 f0 72 
30 1985 
30 1898 
30 ^OOl 
, 7 • (30 I7fO 
; Q ' (bO /79£ 
aUNJL 
9 ; 30 . 2939 
• fo 30 -2397 
30 : y;. : 3 
GO Z/65 • 
13 - 0O 25^^ 
'£UN JUL • . 
.  • ;  5058 
; 15 • 30 3'/Ge 
!(£>• JG94 
i7 474:Q 
J 8 43 598T 
19 (do 4433 
20 6(9 4083 
Z1 (bO 3943 
I2\ i  
Thirty minutes gave the best dryln^3: time. Some good 
boards were made by drying only twenty minutes.. 
(d). Rels-tion of drying pressure to strength 
of finished board. Reecs (35) studied the effect of various 
pressures on the strength of pressboard. He reported the 
maxirauffi strength at a pressure of five hundred and fifty 
pounds per square inob. See Table No. lOm, page 124. 
Hartford reported a maximum strength at five hundred 
anc twenty pounds per square inoh. See Table No. 
pa.ge 121, 
Results obtained from this series showed the maximum 
strength between four hundred and seventy-fivs and five hun­
dred and thirty. See Table No. P^-ge 127.» 
(e). Effect of various temperatures, during 
pressing, on strength. A series of runs was iriade in order 
to determine the effect VB-rious temper?.tares have on the 
strength. The pulp ima prepared by cooking one bale of corn­
stalks with water for three hours at one hundred and forty 
degrees Centigrade, then rod milled rapidly, and claflined 
for six minutes. Mats were forrred by sisa.ns of the sir.s.ll 
suction box. While the press was cold, mats were inserted 
into the press. Steam was turned on at the same ti:T»e that 
the boards were pressed. Then mats were inserted into the 
press while it w?.s hot. See Table No. l-^m* pa-gs 1E8* 
\  table m. j3rrr  
of vaj^ rous. pieessupr.s on sr/ekncm of pj^ e'ssboapd. 
£.C/N POUNDS 
PLJ2, 3Qm 
MODULUS J 
LQS/SQLN 
DENSLTr 
iBS/cun. /^oisruB.E 
M0ISTU£E: Ad30PPTI0Pi 
%24Ii£S. 
I 195 ,^3ai . ^o3.1 . .73X3 8.Z 4Z.1 
795 5990 (33.4- 72.0 (v.3) 34.5 
3 795 53OO (bd.5 73.0 5.57., 36.8 
706 . , G900 (37.5 745 7.7 45.1 
70(b 7490 7I.Z 74.5 7.8 40.(b 
7CXb G730 4,3.7 74.5 
t 
d.o 42.5 
7 (pi8: G970 65.7 74.0 9.7 4Z.5 
5 G18 G72Q (o6B 74.0 9:1 40.7 
9 (old 6dOO 
. , 74C ilZ 40.4 
10 550 7350 4:)(b.(3 74.0 9.0 41.0 
- / . / •  530 7390 • G5.8 74.0 Q.3 30.5 
IZ 530 G930 (D4.0 7^0 9.2 45.0 
13 
. 441 : 7(300 64.€} 74.0 8.9 42.0 
J4 U4l 7400 idL5 74.C 9.2 4Z.5 
J5 . Ml 75PO 57.7 74.0 7.3 35.9 
, 10 353 (bSOO 58.7 73.5 7.2 40.8 
17 353 G370 37.5 73.5 0./ 37.Z 
18 . 353 eooo 56.0 73.5 7.4 38.0 
1^8 
TABLE /VO. 
EFFECT OF PPESS/NG AT VAP/OAS TEMPEB^TUj^ IS ON SE/^ENGIN OF PJ^SSWA£D. 
NO. MODULUS 
LB3JSQIN. DENSITY LB>3/CUF7. 
MOISTURE A3SO£PTM MOF6TL/E£ COJ^TENT 
FO 
/METHOD 
OF 
PRESSING E4. HE.. 
/ 7050 (B7.5 9.80 43.5 74.0 CO/D 
7300 64.0 7.40 35.<3 74.0 W 
J <B900 MO 9.00 42.3 74.0 TT 
Y 7IOO (08.2 5.30 74.0 N 
J 70OO 5.30 35.1 74.A 11 
0 QOOO 60.0 4.2 O 30.3 74.0 I f  
7 (B600 (B2.0 7.50 4.4.0 74.5 E/OF 
8 .55^0 59.0 CO. 10 39.G 74.5 IF 
9 (BOOO 55JD 5.50 5(H.4 74.5 f f  
/O . 5QOO (OO.O 10.40 42.1 71.5 TF 
EI GOOO £)9.0 7.90 37.8 71.5 IR 
IZ ^300 S3.IL ' 8.20 39.(B 71.5 IF 
15 M3O G3.E 8.50 43.5 73.6 IT 
67JO GTD.D 7.(BO 4G.7 73.5 IF 
16 <3050 <2>4.0 Q.50 4S.(E> 73.5 FT 
J(B (O(BOO (B5.^ 6.60 37.4 73.0 FI 
N , (O4 70 &E.O 5.(BO 3(B.(B 73.0 U 
ID (B510 &&.3 5.60 33.8 73.0 t f  
19 7I50 (B3.3 9.50 58.(B 72.2 CO/^ 
ZD 7200 67.3 7.70 4/.8 72.2 TR 
ZE (P97^ 01.5 13.10 <47.(3 72.2 f f  
22 8W 09.0 520 52.1 74.5 
Z5 7JOO 70.Z 5.&0 30.0 7^.5 " 
Z4I 7(BOO G(O.(2> 6.10 33.0 74.5 f f  
25 . 7JSO (34.7 5.95 31.8 11.5 " 
Z(P (B700 72.5 5.75 . 35.7 71.5 FF 
27 (BDOO 7Z. 5 5.76' 29.3 71.5 TF 
Z6 (2>400 G7.0 5.9Z 32.2 74.0 MOT 
Z9 (B950 (O9.4 5.56 31.1 74.0 FT 
30 7200 G(^.4 5:92 33.7 74.0 IF 
3J (3030 
€9.5 0.72 32.8 74.0 f f  
3Z 6(BOO G7.0 5(3.J 74.0 T f  
-53 GJOO (B(B.I G.59 33.2 74.0 t f  
12'J 
The average modulus of rupture for the hoards inserted 
> 
into the cold press was 697O pounds per square inch while 
the average modulus for the mats inserted into the hot press 
waa 6130. Temperature did not aeera to affect the strength 
3 great deal. 
b. igizint;- of pressboard 
(1). Beater sizing. The pulp used for all of the 
follov^ing teats was prepared hy cooking the cornstalks for 
three hours at a pressure of forty-five pounds per square 
inch. These stalks were then rod milled once and claflined 
frorr five to six minutes. The mat was formed on the insula­
tion wall board forrcing machine;, then lappet, and placed in 
a,n air-tight box. 
Enough of the above pulp was -weighed out to secure one 
pound of dry fiber and placed into a small one pound beater 
to "Which twenty-five pounds of water ware added. The contents 
ware circulated ten minutes before the sizing was added. 
The temperature of the pulp was held at sixty-five to 
sixty-eight degrees centigrade. The size was added to the 
beater a.nd allowed to circulf-te for an additional ten minutes. 
The hydrogen ion concentration wag adjusted to four and five-
tenths to four and seven-tenths by the addition of alum. 
Mats were formed in the small suction box, then pressed 
in a small hydraulic press, equipped with electric platens. 
! 
i 
i I 
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All boards were pressed at four hundred pounds per square 
inch, Eaoh platen was equipped with a thermometer well. 
The temperature was regulated, by means of a rheostat to a 
temperature between I30® and li|-0® Centigrade. 
The average drying time was from thirty to forty min­
utes. The longer fibers required a shorter time of drying 
while the finer pulp required a longer time. The temperature 
was used as an indicator for determining the time to remove 
the board from the press. 
Eaoh board was tested for modulus of rupture and mois­
ture absorption for one-half and twenty-four hours. 
(a). Rosin and alum. This series of rtina was 
made in order to determine the effect that preparation of 
pulp has on waterproofing. When size was added three per 
cent of rosin was used. The analysis of the rosin size used 
was furnished by the Paper Maker's Chemical Corporation, Mil-
waxikee, Wisconsin. See Table No. ISjjj, page 131, See Table 
No. 15iix> P^® 1Z2, for results of this series. 
The boards were not sized correctly in any ease. This 
was probably due to the fact that there was not enough alum 
present to precipitate the roain. The Masonite pressboard 
absorbed thirty-one and eight-tenths per cent water in 
twenty—four hours. Pulp that was oooked a longer time seemed 
to give the best waterproofing. 
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7^ a3le ncljkiq 
j2£p£ES£JVTAT/I^I: j^/VALY^S/S 0£ J^ OS/AF S/Z£ 
used in wallbc^dj manc^ractcef: 
Mo/sfure 
Tofo/ /Q//ra// (os No^O) — 
Free /^//rci// (as /Yo^ CO^) 
free j2oj^ /n--— 
C omb/ned Pos/n—-—- -
TABLE NO. 
SIZING PPESSBCMBD WITH SODIUM ALCINATI:. 
•I H :• 
VAQYING PQEClP/TAfYTS 
USED WATEe A3 JOBPTION WATE2 A3 SORPTION' 
• i HO ue 24HOU£^: i MO up. 24 MOU£S 
CU304 - 15.15 (bl.23 11.37 50.&0 
reS04'lt-l20 12.8 J G1.22 12.2(o 4I.G(b 
.r& 2(^04)^91120 22.93 70.I3 M.ee 37./9 
A/2 (so^)^'24^^20 13.15 G(d.40 13.(cO 44.33 
£)Jank 14.37 65.43 50.(b0 <B5.57 
Run 1: 3 /ir: Water cook, 140°C, 400^^per sq. In. 
ptf 4:5~4.6. D/stll/ed heater used. 
2un U: KSame procedure os aboi^e except top 
water used. 
•  — — —  —j 9.0/% 
— — — — 
^ 
_ _ _ _ _  -  —  ~ £ 7 . 7 0 %  
l't>z 
TABLti NO. 
WA'rl:j?.pa^oofi/^ g or PjPE^sboaed 
/Va Pre/jo/ 'ol/on of P/y/p ppf 
2os/n P)/un} 
•'isO /^bso7'pPo/) 
'^ha/n g hr '^7j/'j/r)r^4/)rs. 
1 5 /}/• //^nO Coofr 4.7 5 .3 34^.7 /4H>. (. 
2 u 4.7 5 77.8 IfO 8 
J II 4.7 3 3 . 8575 /.7'^2 
4 48hr /~1^0 CooA o O (o2.7 94.7 
11 o a no.o /S9.3 
<b \i ,  • .  a o (d5.4 S(h:0 
7 PJechan/co/ 4.7 5 3 . 0'7.0 //e.o 
6 M 4.7 ' 6 <£>7.0 7/o.a 
9 II . 4. 7 3 3 53.4 sy.o 
K) " :^.2 o o /OQ.O 738.0 
// 1! o o 92.2 7J4.0 
ra II ' o o joe>.o 
/J P7a^onfte Pre5st>oarc/ . . (5 7 .5/^ 
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The next aeries of runs was made in order to discover 
the optlTBum per cent of rosin and alum to use. The per cent 
alum was held constant while the per cent rosin was varied. 
See Ta'ole No. page 134, 
The best r=ng3 of si sing sesffled to be between a ratio 
of 0.6 to 1.0, that is, six-tenths as much rosin as alum. 
Toe high a per cent rosin injured the strength of the board. 
(b). Paraffin and alum. A paraffin emulsion 
was precipitated with alum. The emulsifying agents used were 
tri-ethanolamine and stearic acid. See Table No. l?iii, 
page 135» 
(c). Sodium alginate, A series of studies was 
made on sodium alginate or Kelco bond. Two per cent of this 
siass was used. It was precipitated with various divalent and 
trivalent salts. Two runs were made with each precipitating 
agent, one with tap water and the other with distilled water. 
Three per cent alum, four and one-half per cent copper s^al-
phats, four and one-half per cent ferrous sulphate and two 
per cant ferric sulphate were used to precipitate the Eelco 
bond for the first series while s- snjaller amount was used for 
the second series. See Table No. 19iti» pa^gs 131. 
Tap water gave the best boards of the series. This' was 
probably due to the fact that tap water contains salts which 
help precipitate the siae. The trivalent iron sulphate gave 
7>&^77 I Q 6'^f fr 
Z fz 0/ 
/ es ^e0/ z Z . Q7>7' 6 
^y£ IPGZ z fO) 07^7\ 8 
^'6S, 06 z 9 07>f Z 
9.ff£ 67-q) TSJ8 z £ff/" 9 
06 3) Z^.v^ r ^  /ZZ' 
Q/£ S'S>/9 3> Z fz- o£r 
00 9 -z 097- £ 
P IP , Q^ Q t'P  ^ ;• 2 
/.£/- • s-zv gpq)g 9'P z • z.^r J 
J:K/^;7u/or).y^ j(/fiJiorj ^  
7jd ujii/cy 
% 
(jis'og 
% 
SS9a^fDiy_l OM 
f /o//dyo ~r/(/ .9 %/ 
:v.7 7v onv n/.rod  ^ o r^voffss'^ -efcr jo djkrjzir 
on 'fjl.'vx 
1 3 b  
TAbLE NO. i 
p£ejs30/lizd <S/ze ^unj" j^ irvd pzie i^/-t//v 
Pu/p PreporaZ/on cTiz/n^ p / y  
/%0 /Obsorpf/on 
Gcjj.n i hr %Oo/r J 24 /?rs. 
CooAec/ 3 hrs 
Pod/rji//ed; C/af/zned 
. 5^/)/(/RT> 
5%Poruf^in 3.4 2 7. J 
" 
11 5.e as.3 
• // n ^.6 4.5 Z5.0 
n II ^.€> 5.3 24.5 
/ /  ! /  4.5 4.2 26 2 
/ '  II J.5 5e.4 92.Q 
1 ' 11 4.5 (bO.5 92.0 
• / f • 1' 4.5 54 /9.<S 
n M 4.5 (0(0.3 94.4 
M 1 1 4.5 4 3 25.7 
i3f; 
ths best waterproofing. 
The next series of boards was made in order to compare 
the sizing qualities of Keloo bond with paraffin size. See 
Table No. page 137. Keloo bond did not weaken the 
board as much as the paraffin size, but paraffin gave better 
waterproofing. 
Kelco bond was then compared with rosin. See Table Ho, 
2I111, before, ths sodium alginate failed to 
TR-aberproof the board as well as the standard siseg, 
(d). Studies on prepared emulsions. Paraffin, 
asphalt, and pitch were used as sizing agents. Sine3 these 
sizes were not soluble in water, it was necessary to secure 
a suitable emulsifying' agent. Ses Table Bo. page 1S9 . 
Asphalt was used as a sising material for ths first 
fifteen runs. Stearic acid and tri-ethanolarcine were the 
enrolsifying agents for the first seven runs. Rosin and tri-
ethanolamine were the emulsifying agents for the next five 
runs. Rosin and soap were the agents used to precipitate 
the siae for the last three runs of this series. Very little 
difference was found in the effect of the errulsifying agents 
because the absorption in the first two cases was approximate­
ly the aaras. The absorption was higher for the group three 
in this first series. The melting point of ths asphalt seemed 
to make little difference in the absorption value. 
Ib7 
ta3le n0.,20iir 
stu£>1es on sizjnc p]^ essroai?j? w/rii \sovil^ m alginate. 
Qun 
No. 'Sizing Mndukjs Lbj./tSq- In. 
MqO 
%Oo/n 7 fy/- X ( nJ!f) .^4 7)/:y. 
I 3%/re/cro (oi% CuSO^ 4 <0 B9€JO /a.ti 7,^. 7 J 
K 3'7./(<>/ccj 4UJ 'd/74j 73.Q 6f). " 
M :5% /<e/co 4% ^ turri 4 7 8837 /.5 7 •5 9.0 
in B/onk 77^0 10 7 40 / 
Y 3 % Paroff /n  -!>% /)/um 4(b ^7/2 (vj i  25.3 
W \i 4400 5.4 19.(b 
All baar'/.y pr c^rLS ea' 0/ 400^^/^^: /n. 
Tempero/'ure. /40'^ (Z. 
Dryjn<p h'me (53' mm 
13B 
table no. 
tS/zE /^w/V'S No. 300 
/One/ of 
J'/ze 
/Qm'f of 
f)/um 
Dry/ng 
T/me 
LT tren /^f) 
f/^ O, /^ bsorp/zcn 
"^ Cra/n  ^ />/,•' '%Ouvnd4/7rs. 
e>onc/ 
'(b % 4.e 45/r)/r). 23 79. 4e.4 77.B 
• . . (b% 4.Co (oO " 5 S 7 8  39.3 72 8 
1' ( o %  4./ 53 " 2  ^700 73.8: 
" 5 i %  4:5 (33 " 2 3 J 7  43,/ 7/ 2 
n 4.53 33 " 2(2?3J 37 J <^0.3 
II 
-5#% 4.3 40 '< 37x/(b 37 / 
. 9.73 
73.3 
X}/l//7? 
4.e> 40 " 1337 49.0.5 
II <6 9? - /^ 8- 5 7 ^ 'J ^4.& 
II . (b% 4e . 18-73 S.JT ^7.8 
11 (0% /Q73 7 3 42.3 
II (S%. 4.(b 8.(2>3 44.U 
P(//p Prepora//on: f)r kvo/er coo A-; ^ac/rn///ec/ once, l-\/hjf>ec/ 
or?ce, C/of/zn /Q m/n ; formed or? (Siveenej 
G)oard f^ (7cf)/ne; fVaf c/r/ed, /(epf /n corts/onf 
/^ umid/fy (ynf// repa/ped /'n beofer . 
A/s fSO )^^  added before re-^ a/qr size. . 
Pressed and dr/ed a/ 
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table no. 22  ^
i d v : : / f v c  
. No. M.P f 
Elf7)ulsifyjrjg 
A^enf- pM Qos/n 
/^ 
/^/U7n 
t%C) jO/jsorphon 
XOa/ni t)i; %Oofn7^4/\//i5. 
r IK7 S.7)-r£./l 5.0 0 ,3  (0.5 ^7./ 
/£?7 I I  5.0 0 4 
€:e 24.4 
•3  , 147 f i  5.E 0 3 10.3 3(t.. 0 
/ 242 f7  3.2 c 4 7^.(3 32.^ 
Z42 n S.3 0 Z e.2 23.  Q 
6  Mfoh MR / /  4.Q. 0 4 5.3 • 2(b.6 
7 ti n 4.<c, 0 <0.2 S(o. 7 
<s iB7 /2os/h - 7'E.A. 4.7) 4 <7j.Q 
127 K . 4. t 4 (0.9 t5.0 
/o 14^7 ! >  5.8 
. ^ 
5.<3 33. Z 
// /47 r /  S.2 4 e.9 67 Q 
IZ 
Zo>^ / I  4- 4- e.s Z(b./ 
/3 11 ^os//?-Soop 5.2 4 4 (b.G 22.9  
14 24Z : ' 1 4.(3 <2- 4 9.5 4'7 .^  
Z -^ 4:.G (0.4 32 B 
m 
7-7/p/j 
M.P TE.A. Soop 4.2' 4 (a.:5 27.7 
/7  rt SOC^ -5.A-T£A 4.0 0 • 7.2 35.3 
^8 II U . :  4.0 0 /S.4 45.2 
/9  7^7 O.A-'r£.4)_ 4.B 0 Q.7 43.G • 
so /£7 U 4:.£ 0 9.3 30.4 
£J S.7)-T£.£i. 
I 0.7) ' T£.7). 0 4. (b.o 2G.O 
E fl 0 4 <^.9 S7.2 
z>. S.A-T£.7). 0 4 y.4 23.2 . 
4 n 0 <a.^ 27.9 
14:0 
• tan f. n< > z2mr 
'ppf >/u'/> <p/z//vr} ' puf ^ r.v p,-j/ • !' r'-.'. • 
' ry<K /\7 ';/, / rm ks,:y f)!/ 
PtJC':' ' 
/>// {7( r/^; 
/ -
P/ru/) 
: / / . r ' /]P. ! ( ; 
Zi jrrj/n^i 'A %'• 70" )}:4/>/j 
<CD 
,:3V) -PK/i ./ 7 
• 47' 
rv 
.5 
4 <y. ^  
9; 3 ,v-'i 
7 
8 
9 
/O 
! t 
t t 
^7/ 
6:4^ 
P> 4'. 
•C ' • 
-'T; . 
,3 
J 
3 
,3 
. 
SO 
7) , 7 . 
9 7 
73 • 
'^2J') ••, 
JJ./ 
O/Q = Oie/c /Oc fd 7-75' ~ P)sp7)o/7 
7 P.. 0. 'rr'/cptx/nofcj/o/ne Jify (^^77/c/) 
<£P - •St^('jr/c /)cjd . 70 •77()-7Xsp7y(jlf 
- /)sp/ uj/f Parjf 7//I 
: 70P^ara 7y / , -' ) 
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Pitch W33 uaed as the sizing agent for the series of runs 
from sixteen to eighteen. Tri-ethanolamine and soap were used 
as the emulsifying a.gent while rosin and pitch were the sising 
ag-ents. This produced the lowest absorption value for the en­
tire series. The absorption was high for the seventeenth and 
eighteenth runs. Soap, stearic acid and tri-ethanolamine were 
used as the emulsifying agents, 
P'-raffin was used as the sizing material for the last ten 
runs. The first two runs of this series ^ ere sized very v/sll. 
Stearic acid and tri-sthanolawine did not produce as lov; ab­
sorption values as oleic acid and tri-ethanolaniine. 
(e). Coffiffiercially prepared emulsions. This 
series of runs ms made on commercially prepared emulsions. 
Three grades of Bennett's prepared rosin-paraffin size were-
ussd. Two grades of Barber's asphalt emulsion were used for 
the last series of runs. See Table No. page 142, 
Good absorption values vyere received from these studies 
but in most every case the strength was injured decidedly. 
The hard asphalt injured the strength the least but it was of 
very little value as a moisture proofing riraterial, Bennett 
size No.5 gave the best siting results in the whole series. 
Six per cent size produced a boai'd with an absorption of 
twenty-four per cent. The moludus was 5300 pounds per square 
inch. 
ryj3lf. na 24:j2: . 
mXCT OF COH^IERC/ALI PJ2EPAULD EMLWONS OIV PRFSSBOAIID. 
boc7rc/ /Vo. • • . Loo-7' in 
Ororns 
f^lOGL 'UJ 
Lbs/6gln-
/l^O A bsor, -J//6/ J 
h'/riO % % Gan^/)/: %G-a/n24^ -j 
/6-/ • 5 • 2 . 4(L^CC 3.7 18-2 
, 
i 
£>-5 a 1623' 4(300 :-4.8 23/ 
/7-/ 3-5 4? 1493 • 4 SCO 5.2 C4.7.\ 
17-2 S-5 4 20J5 • . 0370 47 37.4 • 
16 -/ Q-3 Co ; /5 9(c' 4 9^0 • • 6 8 25.2 
18-Z ./3 jr. fc 2Z50 7y 24.3 
• 2 -/ 5-^ /O //741 • 3//nO, 3 7 22.a 
2-2 B-5 /o /030 403 7 • 5.S 2/.4^ 
4; / E>-5 • 20 99(c' 15300 .5^-2 ' , , 20.4 
4-8 B'o 20 (>•£ ^  3090 •20.4 
5-^- 30 il9(b >/.a 13.3 
s-e B- 5- 50 1194 • '51£>o , -x. 15^3 
8-1 . b-is 2 1423 4400 
' ^./ 3/./ 
a-2 3-/8 S • • 14J 4 3Q>30 .3..- O 
9-/ B-/8 /270 40<40 7.5 2(L.,(2 
D-s B-18. /930 4l(C:0. 3.S so.g 
JO-J ; B'/s :. 6 . 1023 3(oOO 8.8 2 7.9 : 
1 o 3-16 'o 1C8 0 520U ' 3.2 23^3 
e-1 3 /8 • /O • I04i . 5/^0 4/is : • 2 J 3 
6-S £>-I6 /o 14 GO 3.3 234 
7-j/ 3—18 £C' 10£3 3070 (b.(o: 23.3 
7-S B -18 80 \ 7^3 37JC o -6.C . 23.7 
11-1 B-r ,:?//70 •3^30 23 / • 
•1/-S 5-1 2 273(h <2000 ^ • . 23./ •• 
72-/ 5-/ 4" 73&9 4372 '23.9 ; 
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table no. 24  ^
iff^ ;ct, or crr/mepaalir peepaipkd fl^ n/ls/ons on pi^ fssboapd (cont) 
Board fVo 
^ / z e  uoad !/). 
CPranjs MOC/u /L S 
:  J  P P  J '• / / J / / O f )  
' K/rxJ • • %470,npf-jf %0v/nP4 '3 
12-2 B-r 4 / 700 4340 " -5-7 _22.2 • 
f i - - /  Co ' /.33J? Z)8(2(J :5.g. (9.2. . 
/Zj P. ^-/ (5 I4bQ 422^ 5./ 7 2.573 
b-i JO 14 3'P 40CO, 5.9 776^ 
14 • P>-r !0 /723 '5^ f jO  4 2 /7 7 
/5-/ • — 2 ZOO 7500 • £5.3 S3.<2> 
15-2 -  - —  • 2300 7,-50CJ 30.4 • 7:75 2 
. /9^: y 
-(? • • 2 /933- . 52 oo . 7.7 32 3 
; 2 /878 e .y  5e. (2 
so-1 4 1749: (bSOO • t • 4(E>.& 
20 -2  '4 2070 G700 37 8 
2J • / (o 2P04 fJ45'C ^ 4.4 33.3 
• • 
(o - - - -... - , 
22- /  . L 2 2055 70SO • /O.ti .^3.3', 
22 -2  GSL 2J50.3 (a'^TiO • /O.P (o'^ 3 ' 
25-/ CJS.L 
^ • / 3 /a  47^0 ' 7 40 .tj 
25--P O S L  4 . 17(37 43PO 6^ ^2 Co . 
/ OxT L (o /37B 4700 6 -/ 394  
Q-6-L 6 •  MPO 377.5 • 7. / 42.2; 
• •0.<SJ • ID /3r5D . 2a2.0-
df>—B ( j ' S -L  J'O /233- TPOSO 
• 
.
(5^
 • i O f i L  2 2/40 6722; / (J  2  7^ '.5. / 
2^-2 Cj/y.L. 2 27<Z3 70 73 (o.rp . , ^ 2  6  
27^--/ CrJi. L • 2230 4930 •7,/ 
27 2 . G-Ji.L 4 23 JO <2>330 43.7 
26-1  a//. 2. <2 2270 >0 2) 7A'! 4'.J.3 . 
\ 
14-4 
TAP)LF. I^ O. - -
Iirpxcr or COL'h^ C/^CT^LL R JPj^LPAj^W rNL'LS/CWS O/V Pj^ ESSBOAPD (COAJF.) 
boora 'yc. 
c~ -, , 
• .-. e-j / • •- 'GO // 
Gro/ns 
'///:> 
Moduli J 
Lk>s/S<f I• 
M? O .A)Osur/M^' •-• / 
' O G^oin^ 7)/:, 
• • - '-'J. Co Co/S'C' (E . 3 
. / , H ' /c /G/^ (b<^ 0 0 . 7.5 
/; /c 3S7 7. 7.- 'yC'- 5\Q 3S 3 
• t5e/')/)e//s Pfeporerj S/z:.e— 6t Z A-^arafrfn. 
B V - '• " " ^ 5.?^ : .. " 
3-/» - " . " /9 % 
AS/=.S(^//-7)s-p/)o//-
(J.ML— Mara " 
A curve was plotted showing the relationship between 
per cent size and modulus of rupture. Asphalt affected the 
iStrength the least while the Bennett size No. IS affected 
the strength the most. See Curve No. lijj, page 146 . 
(f). Miscell3.neous studies on beater sizing. 
A series of runs was made in order to determine the effect 
of pressure on absorption. The boards were made in both the 
large and small press. The STBS.11 letter "b" denotes the 
board made in the swall press. See Table No. 147. 
In the majority of the runs the board made in the small 
press was stronger than the one made in the large press. 
The drying time was much shorter for the small board. No 
conclusion could be reached as to which pressure produced 
the best waterproofed board. 
This next series of runs i»as made in order to determine 
the effect of si sing on expansion. The absorption T7as run 
on boards which were conditioned at bone dry, thirty per 
cent humidity, and one hundred per cent humidity. The boards 
were prepared exactly like those given in Table No. 
page 139. Miller (27) corr.pletedt this work on expansion using 
the above prepared boards. See Tables No. to 
pages i49to 152 inclusive. 
The absorption was lower for the one hundred per cent 
humidity tbs.n for the thirty per cent. This would bs expect-
~ -VQ j-n'ynooi^  
TAP>LE NO. 23  ^
p^e -^tboaeo' <siz£ 2.ui\'^  a^o.'is .'^ 'oc — 32s' 
No. \ j / z /n q  Drying 
T'/me. Moduli fs 
AbJ^onpiioi) 
'V^Ooin  ^hr %Gain2^hrj-. 
500 £ hr^ 30 m in 
The hnnber 
fo fes! S9.4 /03.5 
50J • r ' It 59.3 105.3 
30S ^8J 2. (03.1 7oe.o 
5oa6 45 min. ^126 
305 ~^oo L.imt>er to fe-j-f • <v4.0 • 72 5.2 
:503 s •^ Snnin 4100 
30^ 2 hrs: 30 min. /e>3o 
505- 5'0/0 
3oe>d 40mjn 75.4 • 
3C(b 37CO 79.2 <BB.S 
-509 M34 /e.3 S8 2 
3/0 1SJ3 /(3:/ ^7.(b 
•511 /32I 32.0 es.Q 
?}15 /7e^ <9:^/ 40.3 
31S6 S3I5 5-5:3 843 
3ie> <0% t^/um 3 % Qos/n 
2 hrs. 
50/n//^. 2^7J 70.3 40.3 
3WS ff /200 41.9 Z2.7 
3/7 u ?, ^ irs 30 f mn. 354Z 9.6<z> 30!8 
5.176. n 5Q3<b 7S.<c> 77.4 
3 J 3  tt 2(£>0S 34.8 83.9 
'5J86 t / 4!0.7 (b4.2 
14-ft 
table no. , 
PjSEsjBOj^eo SjfZE Puns /Vo.'s 300~32S (Conf/nued) 
No. <S/z/n<^. Drying 
Time 
Modulus 
y%0 Absorption 
foO-o/n-^hr %G-afn£4hri 
5J9 • (o% lorn 3% Pos/n 
2 hrj 
30 m/n. 2 (hi 7 27.2 (c>5.8 
3196 w 3<o5d ess 3S.7 
3£0 - " 5377 /5.£ 52.8 
320b // Too L/mt>cr 
/o /ej-/ 21.G (b2,4 
32J \ / /<s.y <32.3 
321 b / /  215^ <5 .<39 37.<a 
:522 2 9C4 5". 73 SO.i 
5226 ;/ 2 985 
383 2 753 3.79 /S.09 
325 v r / 8 h r^ 20 no/n. '1:^2 J a 50J 7O.0 
lu 
•'xp/\i>isi(-)i^  ' '.•)/•• / V.'/-:. 5: vii.Y' • ..siy.r.d- wrrn hosin 
' n'.^ tes ony"/- % 
vu.ijj'^ '^ cs/fv exp/\n,sion 
api'^ ocpt/on 
f^ one l'p.\ 
a f-ui 
.'5< '"p:fpmidpi'l 
i nil nip. 
!ppd/t\-
i ne. />////:' 
JNr.WCoof^ .3 , j ^ «7 .^9 8^.7 148. 8p.3 loo.fj 
-( ^ H 
O I 
-r I 
I 
/r 3 J 
<2:7 
^.7 
.J(9 
.20 ao.3 
110.8 70m 
j3j.2 
^'PHr.tWCoo/A^O \ O 
-—— i—^ i 
.2-5 <S2.7 
dO.S 
72.4 
9z.7 
9q.c 
99.5 
(b4:6 
(hS.9 
4s.9 
2.'j.4 
\5 u O I C' ilo ijo.u 129.3 
n o 
-4-j Mt:(^/ii7ry/CL7/\ ^ 
l^ Pu/p_^ i 
o 
s 
.zo 
• 8 
q 
10 
J! 
j2 
13 
m 
is 
if 
rr 
if 
-I—^ 
\ i, ^ r ^ 
] 3 ] s 
- —+ -;f- - ; 
10 I O 
f f  o 
II 
mottonjfe 
Pre<rsl>oapo' 
ff 
rf 
o 
o 
4.7 
4.7 
4.7 
O 
J 9 
.19 
.24 
.23 
.23 
.25 
qcko 
ijg.o 
07.o 
53.4 
loao 
92.2 
lo(b.2 
.25 
.25 
.21 
(2.7 
uo.o 
8 7.0 
f32.1 
114.0 
12j. 5 
31.8 
95.0 
50.5 
59.4 
64.7 
117. c 
101.8 
lol.q 
101.8 
s.e 
i 12.p 
74.0 
8(o.Q 
59.9 
(25.2 
12(2.4 
•12P.2 
17.1.0 
27.5 
27.3 
' p j / . 1  
42.1 
52.7 
54.2 
57.8 
55.5 
5(3.7 
d7.0 
92.(2 
77.0 
54:5 
s .^8 
c2.6 
(22.8 
75.2 
4LZ 
92.5 
9a^ 
taqlfi no. 
ej(pan^7/on of ppessboa2d sfzed witf-f pamffin 
~n r— —— I — tttttt, 
NO. CMUL6JOIY EMUUIFVING AO /^VTLT, SIZE 
% , 
sosuy ALUJ /^ EXPAN­
SION 
^ AP.fOPPT/0/V • 
P)ONP. I J.. JU%/ f. ioo%//. 
a PP. P4711 k PP- 24PP. Z4/fiy. 
/ Poraff/'n O.A. TCA. 4 o 4.9 .29 Co.O 2(b.O 4.2 521.5 2(5.7 
2 II II 4 o 4 4.9 .35 4.9 27.2 '7.7 33.9 10.2 
3 It J.A.-TE.A. 4 0 4.5 .20 7.4 23.2 3.7 2Po.l 3.8 I3.& 
V II II 4 0 4.5 .23 0.3 27.9 5.4 38. J 4.8 17.5 
II II 1 o J 4J .16 • - ~ — — — 
II It V o 4 4.7 .25 4(o.5 9.7 43.5 £.8 87.8 
7 II II — — - •  — •—• ' - - -- — 
8 II It 1 T 4.1 .28 32.9 41 19.9 
9 If If I 3 4.1 .25 d.o 32.0 (b.Q 23.7 
/O If ft J 3 V? 6''.4 .'30 S.7 25.7 lO.O 2G.2 
11 rr It 3 S.4 .31 9.7 34.7 5.0 Zl.O 
IZ It If (o 4.4 .24 7.3 33.1 5.5 13.8 
It It (b 4.4 .23 3.5 z3:o 3.5 20.0 
O.A. =0/e/c Ac/d 
T.E.A. - TriGthanolamine 
<S.A.=Stear/c Ac/d 
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Cr-v 
s: 
CM 
, , •^ ^ C-v 
CQ k^ 
."^ Q. 
K ^  
• c 
Cj 
X N 
w 
1 V9 C\J Oi 0 c\j • 
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^lOj 
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V9 
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CM V K • h)k 
TAhl.F. 
EX PANS [ON or PQESSBOAl'.D ^31 ZED WITH A<'^PHALT 
NO. EMI.J1-SFON 
A7. 
P i: 
"r 
EMI JPS! FYIfffj 
ACrENT.S. 
. 
I^ZE eojir^ Al.Ui^ pn 
4° 
EXPAN-
.flON 
Ai^ SOPPT/CJN 
30NF 72 30% H ic)o4/f. 
h 24liL\ •4 IP 24/ip. : • 24/fi\ 
i A^pha/f 127 BCKS/OJ T.L.A 4 4 4 4.5 .24 (b.'J 2<3.2 J 3.4 33.0 7 
2 u 127 4 4 4 4.2 .22 <3.9 2.'^.0 IS.9 G^.6 /A 7 47.(o 
ff J47 n 4 4 4- :5.2 ^3 3'.(a 32.3 I0.2 :>4.4 61.2 
ff 07 II 4 4 4 73.2 .Z5 €>.9 31.9 9.2 40.0 e.o 79.5 
ff Z.A7. u 4 4 4 4.2 £J (2>.x^ 2<2>.J 9.6 51.0 3.9 44.4 
O II L.M. Vos/f), soap 4 4 4 7).2 .24 <2>(c> 32.9 9.4 32.4 4.7) <i3.(a 
7 II 242 ff 4 4 4 4.(2 .2! , 9.^ 47.4 je.e QS.O ^ .8 39.4 
a If 242 ff 4 4- 4 4.e .22 e.4 32.2 13.6 56.4 7^ 43.4 
9 Pitch H.M. Bosm, soop, TiE.A. 4 4 4 4.2 .24 
(2,^ 27. J /J.9 G3. 7 7.7 4S.7 
JO ff li.i^. S^oap, S-A. TE-A. 4 O S, 40 .29 7.2 33.-5 7.4 4(5.9 6.3 35.2 
// ff " 4 o 4.0 .32 IS. 4 4^.2 3.3 39. (o SO /9.0 
IS Aspha/i 127 O.A.-T.E.A. 4 o .5 4.2 .20 9.7 43.G iO.7 40.5 4.(3 24.(o 
13 n J 27 " 4 o 
. ^ 4.2 .23 9.3 39.4 8J 33.(a 75.S 24.7 
14 /\spf)ait 
Pora S.A.-T.fi.A. 12 
— 
-
— — 
— 
- -
— 
Pitch is (7 me/ffn^  <y^ /D/>n/t 
T^.A. — Tr/efE)anokjrr)iT)(': 
S-A.—KStGryr/c 
0.A.~' 0/G/C. oc/C/ 
ed since a board at one hundred per cent humidity all ready-
holds iTore water than one at thirtj' per cent. Very little 
difference was noticed in the expansion of the boards sized 
by different weans. Boards sized with asphalt and emulsifi­
ed Tith stearic acic' showed tbe least expansion, 0.19 psr 
cent, while the bo'^-rd sized vpith paraffin and emulsified 
v?itb oleic acid and tri-ethanolamine gave the highest expan­
sion, 0.32 per cent. 
The Bennett Sizing Laboratories of CaiKbridge, Mass., 
psrforn-ed some interesting studies on various pressboards. 
Since they performed their absorption tests by a different 
method, it is impossible to compare thsir values with any 
of the preceding results. Lower moisture absorptions were 
secured by using their prepared size. The expansion was 
much less for boards aizsd with paraffin and roain than for 
rosin alone. See Table Ho. 29jjj, page 154 , 
(2). Surface 9i25ing. The following studies were 
made without adding any size in the beater. Various oils 
and praxes were added to the surface of the board just before 
pressing. The edges of the boards were not coated, there­
fore, niost of the isoisture entered through the edj^es. Several 
TTiethods (6, 7) of tasting surface size were tried but in no 
case could dependable results be secured. Therefore, all 
surface sized boards were immersed in order to secure absorp-
1 i 
TABLC NO. 2SJK I 
PHVJ^/CAL TESTS OFV COMMEQ.CIAL P2ESJ30PJ2D 
IVO. 
T^OISTC/ER EKPA/VSIO/Y M 
64TM OF AN IN. 
SHJZIMAGE //V 
<b4TMS or MIN. 
M01,5TUJ2E 
mCOJZPTION 
GPIS/SQ FT 
IN 43 Tie J. 
TtME TO 
2EACH MAX. 
ABSOEPTION (PAYS) 
TIMEOFD£r-
ING BACK TO 
0£FA. WT 
(DAKJJ 
SMOINKAGE. 
UNDEZ 0£1G. 
SIZE ORIGINAL AFTE£ AbSOJ^PTm 'L£/^GTB WIDTtt LENGTH WIDTH LENOTH WIDTH 
5.(b I^.<B Id 5 Z2 tl 193 Z 2 8 (o 
b 5.5 14-.9 tz 20 8 ' 13D I 1 8 4 
c (b.5 13.0 Q 6 14 iO 128 d r 6 4 
D Z.(b J id 6 8 6 7 88 3 
£. 3.7 to.f: 4-^ 4 (c> se 4 : 2 1 
r tl4 
o 13G 1 
it- doard cou/d no/: t>e drfed dock /'o or/g/oa/ t^e/g/it. 
/\ is pressboard ros/n sjzed, groundivood scr<een/ngs. 
3 II ' " If II and sulfite screen/ngs. 
C II » II II II 
D is tamtnated board sized witt) Bsnneft No. Jd size, groandwood Jcr(^<^n/ngs. 
 ^ n V ff II II II 11 If II If II 
f II pressboard rosin jized, groi/ndtvood scr&<enlngs. 
G " f " " " and su/ftte scre'enings. 
i Vlesu/tT from the Dennett T/zing /obioratories 
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tlon In S0W3 cstses the edges were (sep'^rcxtel'/ ooatsd 
with par5i-ffin. 
(a). Partsffin oil, P?.r?!.ffin oil irr>£ a-r.d in 
the first series. The ••^-b?orption p. ."-bout hr-.lf th?t of the 
bl^nk but the rrodulus of rupture cet^id^cly ws:':^k9i'3.ec.. 
Bo'J.rdc pressed I50® Centirr^-oe g^-ve better ?.b'^'orption 
trr"] aes those pr;?!5sec 3 3^'®- Th*:- modulus aleo high­
er for tljs bos-rcij. Sss TaWs Ho» 30jjj» P-gs 156. 
(b). Parowo-x, P-?.rowax did not see'v; to injure 
tii9 strsngtib ^-s rruc'n did tlie p^-x~ffin oil. Bo'^rd« pressed 
'St 15c® Csntigr'^c^ ths best results of wtit••:r.or00Ting, 
Tf.'hil?. the "bo^.rdfj pcea^sd at 13^^^ gsve the poorest. B'^8 Table 
¥.0. >1x11, page 157• 
(0) .  Kalow^,x. H&lonfax seesad to trive no i;?at£r-
proofiB-s; to the boards wbatsoevar for thi? bl5-n> absorosd leas 
-s^;tt?r than tha tretted toarcis. Prob^'-bly this p2.rtiou3ar 
&3-;T:ple of Hs«1o«-3x inferior to the :?tanuord product for it 
siioald aave Tjratsrpr&ofcd tba bo^rd, Halowajc did not in;jura 
tfis otrsngth as mxch as die pa-row^.x «nd par-'ffin oil. Sec 
Tr.ble No. 3%ix» 158. 
(ct)• Bakelite varnish. Small of press-
bG"-rd six incsbes: squ^-rs •«fer6 painted ?fith B'^kelite v^-rnish and 
•*?.13to sf^nd tTt'^nty-i-four hours. Ths bo^tc'i -wer-s tbsn 
preBng.;? it; the sr?=ill pre^ss at various t;5>^^c-r!r"tares ^.n<5 pres-
1 5 e  -
TABr.E NO.^O^ . -
suerACf j/z/yvo or P2ess3oasd mr/f pa^atfi/v oil 
NO. 
TEMP. OF 
PPESSING- MOOULU^')' (LBS/SQ.IN.) 
density 
(LbS/CCr.FT. 
% MOIS TU£f: ABSO^PTIOn 
i H£. 24H^S. 
1 li ^0° IUSO 60 Z 39 
Z 1J30 38.1 9.1 53.6 
3 J8C- •60.5 - 8.4 44 
/L 2590 60.8 7.8 3(b.6 
S Z7(pO GJ.O 9.4 49 
(a 
' r •' Zd80 (30.9 9.Q 31 
7 ZZZO (bd.d 10.9 3d 
d ZZ40 66.Z 11.9 41 
9 Z 730 &9.3 33 
ze^ • mo 8.4 
<b 
33 
• 
Z90O m.7 8.4 37 
. 1£ • ' < • .ZG40 G9.I 7.8 39 
13 E)lar)K MO° 4Z30 GJ.Z J5.40 94.9 
. 
5940 39.9 iz.eo 9J.6 
13 39eO 613 14^0 95.8 
fG 4930 (b2:4 13.7 942 
17 4940 G4:0 1Z.3 9Z.3 
18 3230 G(d.4 113 93.4 
19 3(^ 70 (h4.9 10.9 .9:7.4 
20 \ f 4030 15.Z 94.7 
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TADLE m. <51  ^
SVQ.FACE SIZING "OF P^ESS/50Al^ D WlTli PAIZAWAA  ^
NO. 
TEMP. OF 
P>£E,SJING 
°C. 
MODULUS 
(LB3/8p.m} 
DENSITY , 
(LBS./CU./N^ 
 ^MOI8 TU2E ABSOEPTIOJS 
im. 24-H2S. 
1 JZ ">0" 3470 5^.72 35.0 
2 Z4B0 . G0.2 (o.OO 37.5 
3 2fb30 . 7. 50 4L0 
4 3J20 (bJA 5^ 50 35.0 
. 2973 6.^  38.0 
•6".- 2600 7.80 39.0 
7 3200 (dZ.Z 4.40 ^ 25.8 
a f 1925 9.20 38.0 
34m G3A 7.30 29.4 ' 
to 2MO 6.10 39.8 
11 . Z^OO . (o2.7 5.90 44.5 
J2 3100 • 5.20 29.1 
yj 3220 (0.90 28.4 
11 34-20 03.2 7.70 32.5 
15 t 3300 QTbO 52.7 
i(b J3 29&0 (o3.7 • 5.40 ZJ.4 
17 3400 5.60 25.2 
18 3200 (23.9 4.27 J9.0 
19 3080 4JO 19.5 
20 50(bO 5.JO Z2.8 
21 ' < /lOOO 64.Z 4.40 23.9 
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14 &230 28.(o 77 
IS (3200 39.1 433 9ir 
l<d f y 6100 62.7 43.3 7 83.5 
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sures. The boircls had to be placed between two highly polish­
ed plates in order to secure a smooth glossy finish. The 
edges were not waterproofed completely. The heat and pressure 
set the varnish on the surf "tee but not on the edges. In run­
ning the moisture absorption the edges were treated with 
paraffin but this still did not check the moisture. See Table 
No. 33jix» 160. 
The strength of the boards was increased slightly by 
the addition of the Bakelite varnish. The best results were 
secured by pressing the painted boards between a tampsrature 
of one hundred and sixty to one hundred and seventy degrees 
Centigrade for ten minutes. Pressure made very little dif­
ference. 7ery low values for moisture absorption were se­
cured in sotiae cases when the Bakelite varnish was set com­
pletely on the edges. After moisture one entered the edges 
it crept under the surface of the vo.rnish. The moisture 
destroyed the appearance of the board. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Insulation Board 
The tests made on rosin extraotion showed Nuwood and In-
sulita to oontain th3 ni03t rosin while Celotex and cooksd 
Maizemood oont-ainsd the least. The high values for the form­
er two boards ^ sr3 probably due to tha rosin content of the 
raw ms-tsrials used. Ev3n thourh Nu^ood did have a high rosin 
content the moisturs absorption for this board was hi^^^her th?*n 
any of the other boards, Insulits gavs the lowest nsoi^ture 
absorption. 
Mesonite yielded the lowest per cent of ash, a low fig­
ure of 0.27 psr cent was secured. The two Maizswooc boards 
yieldad a very high per oent of aah, k-.S^ per cent for the 
nechaiiic^-l board and S.OO per oent for th.3 cooked. These 
high figures would lead one to believe that the pulp wras not 
washed free of dirt. The pulp for both boards was washed 
the same number of tiMSS. The cooked pulp should have been 
•washed more than the .mechanical pulp for it is much easier 
to raraove the dirt from the latter. Boards made from wood 
showed much less ash than boards made from other rcateriala 
which may have been commingled with dirt. 
The commercial boards, which yielded high aah, also 
yielded high silica. The ash from cooked Maizswood proved 
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to be 75* S psr cent silica. Ttiough Insulite did nave a higher 
ash oontont than Masor.ite the former contained a higher per 
cant of silic? than ths latter. The reoults showed the ?.3h 
of Insulite to contain more oxides of aluirdnam and iron than 
p-ny of ths othsr bo^irds. Gelotex cont3-inad more iron oxide 
hat not aa iruoh aluminum oxids as the majority of the boards 
did. The boards made from materials other thnn wood seemed 
to contain lass aluminur- oxids than those made from Tiiood. 
The r/igch^nic^.l board iss.de by Maizswooc proved to be the 
•hi,.;hsst in insulating vr-lue. It vv3,s the vv-r^kest bo3.rd but 
thi^ would b2 exp80t5d for it 7?as not pressad ?-s hard as the 
others. Insulita wr-.c, just about twice as strong 3.s the othsr 
boards. The majority of the boards tested around three hun­
dred and fifty pounds per square inch. 
At laboratory conditions, Masonite seemed to expand more 
in both length and width. MaizsTcood exp??^nded less than any 
in width. Celotsx lost the most moisture during the eighteen 
d5.ys. The moisture content of Masonite, ?s received, was 
lower than any of the boards. 
Celotex showed the least amount of expansion in length 
and width both at the hundred and the seventy per cent humidi-
ties. Little difference was noticed in the expansion of the 
^3^.nd6d Maisie'sood and the unsanded Maize^^ood boards at 
seventy per cent humidity but apparently, sanding increa.sed. 
the expansion at the higher huwidity. Insulits expanded lees 
than Mai^ewood at ths seventy per cent humidity but no differ­
ence was noticed the higher humidity. 
No appreoiabls change in leng'th or width was noticed on 
finished lDO^.rds during the first hour after thsy were removed 
froTT^ oonstHnt te'roerature oven. The boards attained their 
orip;inal length '^^nd width after standing twenty-four hours ^it 
a tSTTperature of SO® F. a.nd thirty per cent relative huynid-
ity. 
Maizewood lath expanded C.JS per cent in length and O.69 
per oanfc in width when immersed in water for twenty-four 
hours. The lath contracted 0.3S per cent in length and l.C 
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par cent in Tvldth after dryini^ five dPvys at SO® F. and thirty 
per cent relative humidity, Sir-.il?!.r results were secured for 
the second iftSTnerBion. 
Maisewood l3th which wars nailed on studding failed to 
show any oh=;.nge in length when placed at the above conditions 
for thirty days. The l9th expanded 0,3 psr cent in viiath 
when placed at SO® F. and thirty per oent relative humidity. 
Boards containing frow four to six per oent moiature 
seemed to expand and contract less when reiroved fror> ths dryer 
than did boards containing a higher or lower per cent moisture. 
Removing? boards from the dryer at varyin,-z percentages of 
moisture seemed to have little effect on density, strength, 
and inoistura absorption. 
Boards containing bigh peroenta^ss of newsprint expand­
e d  t h 3  s a m e  a m o u n t  a s  b o a r d s  c o n t a i n i n g  l e s s .  
Temperature aeetned to play very little part in e^angion 
at each humidity. No difference was noticed from a lois temp­
erature of twenty—two degrees to a high temperature of forty-
one degrees. The board eicpanded in length, width and thick­
ness for every increase in humidity. Maizewood expanded mors 
in length than any of the boards but hardly any difference 
was noted in width, thickness and weight. 
Boards could not be fireproofed by adding various amounts 
of sodium silicate to the pulp in the beater. The- same re­
sults were secured by using cornstalk cook liquor, aghestos, 
and several ammonium salts. 
Boards could be fireoroofed by applying cheiBical solu­
tions to the surface of the finished boards. Ammoniuin phos­
phate seemed to give the best results. 
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Potassium salts did fireproof the boards to sowe extent 
but not to such an extent as needed in industry. The boards 
did not blaze as readily as did the blank sample but they 
continued to glow for some time. Potassium acid sulphate 
seemed to improve the waterproofing of the boards as well as 
improve the strength. Potassium hydroxide injured the boards 
mors than any other reagent used. 
.MalS97/ood was firsproofed one hundred psr cent by adding a 
oomwsrci^l fireproofing compound to the pulp in the mixing 
tanks. The boards were not sized correctly for the moisture 
absorption was very high. 
Commercial wall boards will mold if thsy are pla.oed at 
a warm, moist atmosphere but not before fifty to sixty days. 
The ed^es of the boards showed signs of molding before the 
surfaces. Boards treated with swall concentrations of zinc 
chloride, cooper sulphate, and mercuric chloride failed to 
show signs of molding at the end of ten weeks. 
Boards treated with sodium hydroxide failed to mold 
while boards treated 'srith hydrochloric acid did mold. As­
phalt emulsions prevented molding. Paraffin ©mulsions pre­
vented molding if the entire surface was covered. Boards 
treated with Barrett's resin molded in a very short time. 
B. Refrigeration Board 
Fermentation sessied to add to the strength without 
greatly affecting the density. Pulp treated with caustic was 
unsatisfactory for refrigeration boards. The lowest density 
secured for this type of board v/as five and two-tenths pounds 
per cubic foot. Little difference was found in the density 
of boards made from either mecbanioal or water coolced pulp. 
Refrigeration boards could not be made from the nodes 
Of the cornstalk. Light weight boards could be produced from 
leaves and huaks if they were washed frse from dirt. Boards 
produced from the cortex v?ere strong and clean but not very 
light weight. 
A very good grade of pith could be separated from the 
outer fiber by the hydration method. Air separation was tri­
ed but the results did not prove successful. Eighty per cent 
of the pith could be removed without securing much cortex. 
The cortex could be used for papsr, pressboard or Maizolith. 
Very little difference in density was discovered between 
the pith separated by hand and that separated by machine. 
Eefining the pith in the jordan increased the strength and im­
proved the texture of the board. Cooking the pith with chemi­
cals improved the strength but increased the density. 
Refrigeration board could not be dried in air coasmer-
oially due to the long time required for drying. 
Boards dried in the steam oven were of good quality. 
This method of drying was also expensive for the efficiency of 
the dryer was only 24-.9 per cent. 
Vaouur; drying increased the efficiency. This method 
still required a long time for drying. 
Boards were dried in the Proctor and Schwartz dryer more 
rapidly than in any other dryer used. The boards did not 
warp as badly as in the first two methods. 
Electricity proved to be very expensive for drying re­
frigeration boards. 
Little difference waa found in the conductivity values 
for pith separated by hand and that separated hy machine. The 
stalks must be washed free from dirt if low conductivities are 
desired. The conductivity of pith hoard ia much lower than 
the regular cork board. Coating the refrigeration board with 
aloogel seemed to improve the insulation properties of the 
board, as well as, reduce the moisture absorption. 
The moisture absorption of pith board was reduced to 95 
per cent without affecting the density or conductivity. Such 
materials as asbestos, sodium silicate, sodi^lI^ flouride, arr-
TT.onium flouride, and cornstalk adhesive were tried as possible 
fireproofing agents as ivell as waterproofing agents. Corn-
st'^.lk adhesive gave the best results of this series. 
Refrigeration board was not fireproofed by adding chemi-
oals to the pulp in the beater. Samples coated with sodium 
silicate were fireproofed fairly well, 
A very light insulating material was produced from the 
foam and pulp secured by adding rosin to fermented pulp or 
adding large amounts of rosin to regular pulp. The amount 
of foam probably could be increased by the addition of gluco-
sides. When this foam was dried a very light board was pro­
duced which had good insulating properties. 
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C. Pressboard 
Stronger pressboard was wade from cooked pulp tban from 
fflechanical pulp. 
One pass through the rod mill ane twelve hours of bsat-
ing gave a good inech5.nical board. Cooked pulp required a 
ffiuch shorter beating time. 
Pressboard was produced in a much shorter tiirie by using 
the rod mill and claflin. Two times through the rod mill and 
twenty ainutes of olafling gave the strongest mechanical 
boards. Cooked pulp required one p?vss through the rod mill 
and five to six rainutes refining. Fermentation increased the 
strength of both the mechanical and cooked pulp. 
The strongest boards •arere produced from pulp containing 
6$ par cent or more moisture. 
The mat of palp still oontainsd 5^*5 ps^ oent moisture 
after it was pressed at eight hundred and seventy-four pounds 
per square inch. 
Thirty minutes was a sufficient length of time for press­
ing boards of one-eighth inch thickness. 
The. maximum strength of pressing was found to be between 
four hundred and seventy-five and five hundred and thirty 
pounds per sQuare inch. Very little difference in strength 
wag noticed for boards pressed at such high pressures from 
those pressed at one hundred and forty pounds. 
The temperature of the press when the boards were Insert­
ed seewed to play very little part to the strength of the 
board. 
The best range of rosin and alum sizing sesiced to be be­
tween a ratio of 0.6 to 1.0, that is, six-tenths as much rosin 
as alum. Too high a per cent rosin injured the strength of 
the board. 
The paraffin emulsions gave very good waterproofing. 
Sodium alginate proved to be a very poor sizing material. 
Asphalt and pitch did not waterproof the board as well as 
paraffin did. The strength was deoraased in every case where 
these three emulsions were used. Bennett Size No. 5 g^^ve the 
best sizing results for the whole series. 
The moisture absorption for boards that were conditioned 
at one hundred per cent humidity was lower than those condi­
tioned at thirty per cent humidity. 
Boards which were sized with asphalt and emulsified with 
stearic acid showed the least expansion, 0.19 per cent, while 
the board sized with paraffin and emulsified with oleic acid^ 
and tri-ethanolamine gave the highest expansion, 0.32 per cent. 
The Bennett laboratories furnished some results which 
showed their sise to be much better for waterproofing boards 
than rosin alone. The expansion was greater for rosin siaed 
boards also. 
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Surface sizing proved to be alraoat worthless. In most 
every caes the strength was wsakansd decidedly. Halowax 
seemed to givs no vtatsrproofing qurtlitiss. The B^^kelits 
vi-rnish gave a good finish to the borrd but it would tf.ke up 
s?f:'-ll Qu-^ntities of water. After watsr was onoe in ths board 
the surface was ruined. 
These forsgoir.c facts tsnd to prove that, first, Maiae-
wood compares favorably rith the other corwercial vf?Jl boards, 
second, that the pith of the corn plant furnishes 3n insulat­
ing material of low conductivity, and third, that a good 
gv^-Ce of pressboerd can be produced which will be suitable to 
coi-.peta with ths other pressbos.rds on the market. 
I7i 
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32. national French Refrigeration Congress. Suggestions for 
a new insulation material. Chem, and Met. Eng., 35*39^-3, 
1927* Cork is fast disappearing. It is absolutely nec­
essary to secure some material to reolace cork. Liege 
Malalenca, a product froro the french Colony of Indo-China 
was suggested. 
33* Pulp and Paper Mag. of Canada. Pulp wood consumption in 
the United States. Pulp and Paper Mag. of Canada, 25» 
No. 27:933* 1927* The pulp wood used in the United States 
in 1926 was 6,766,007 cords or an increase of eleven per 
cent over I925. Total production of wood pulp in I926 was 
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tons, an increase of 10.9 psr cent ovsr 1925» 
Raitt, W, The bamboo hope. Proceedings of ths technical 
section of the British Paperwakers Aoeociation, Vol. S, 
part 1, 1927« This article gives the results and conclu­
sions of 25 years of investigations in the use of batnboo 
for the manufacture of paper and lursbsr substitutes. It 
contains data showing the shortage of lumber in the West­
ern Hemisphere. 
Reese, John,, Ssmthetic lumber from cornstalks. B. S. 
Thesis (unpublished), Iowa State College Library, 1923» 
Water absorption is a miniwuri! where strength is a waxi-
wum. Specific gravity doesn't vary much. Strength and 
water resistance increase T?ith fermentation, 
Richardson, R. W. M, S. Thesis (unpublished). Library, 
Iowa Stats College, Ames, Iowa, 1928. The sizing and 
waterproofing of synthetic lumber from cornstalks. Lists 
the work completed on sizing of cornstalk wall board. 
Various sizes were used. Sulphuric acid was used to re­
place a part of the alum used. A complete theory of 
sizing was discussed. 
Richardson, R. W. The development of synthetic lumber 
from cornstalks. Ph. D. Thesis (unpublished), Library, 
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, 1930* Gives the complete 
work on the semi-coirurercial insulation wall board plant 
at lovra State College up to June, 1930« The various 
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machines were described and testa were run on most of 
them. 
33. RoBsrri3.n, Joseph. History of laminated wall board patents. 
Paper Trade Jl., 66, No. 3i^5» 192S. A review of the ex­
isting patents covering the landnated wall boards. 
35» Rossman, Joseph. History of wall board patents. Paper 
Trade Jl., S6, No. 22:50, 192S. A review of the existing 
patents covering the manufacture of ?;all board. The com­
plete list includes only the non-laminated boards. 
ho. Rue, I. D. Tl^e rod mill in the paper and pulp ir^dustry. 
Paper Trade Jl., S3, No. 12:53» 1926. Lists the early 
work carried out at the Forest Products Laboratory using 
a rod rrill as a beater and refiner. 
4l. Schorger, A. W. Chsmistry of cellulose and wood. McGraw-
Hill Book Corr.pany, N. Y., 1926. A text-book on cellulose 
which gives a brief discussion of differsnt procedures for 
determining s.nalytioal results. 
^2, Schneider, I. L, Manufs.cturs of synthetic lumbar from 
cornstalk pulp. M. S. Thesis (\inpublished). Library, Iowa 
State College, Ames, Iowa, 1927. Review of previous work, 
and exDsriniental vfork on preparirjg pulp by means of the 
rod mill; sizing studies using sodium silic?te and ossein 
are related. 
^3* Ssidsl, G, N. Production of synthetic lur^ber from corn­
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stalks. M. S« Thesis (iinpublished), Library, Iowa State 
College, Ames, Iowa, History and production of fiber 
bo5.rd3 thoroughly studied. Yields of 90 percent wars 
secured. Both sep^.ration of pith and fireproofing were 
studied. 
kk, Ssidel, G. N, The Vazcons process. Ind, and Eng. Chew., 
22:JS^''J6S, Description of a nrocerns for pairing 
pr33=!bo^rd from ths w?.ste bagasse of the aug^ cans in­
dustry, 
Shaw, M. B. Hydrogen-ion concentration in a paper rnill. 
Paper Tr^.ae Jl., 31:59, 19^5- Gives the thsoretics^l basis 
of hydrogen-ion concentration. 
46. Stecher, Gilbert, E. Cork, its manufacture and industrial 
uses. D. Van Noatrad Co., New York, 1919* A. slight mono­
graph on the occurrence of natural cork and an «.0G0unt of 
its preparation for the market. 
47» Stiles, H. Determining ther?T!al conductivity of heat in­
sulating materials. Chera. and Met. Engr., ^929" 
This article describes a simple, modified hot plate appar­
atus for testing insul'^-tion. The apparatus rsquires lit­
tle attention during the course of testing the sr^ecimen. 
Sweeney, 0. R. and Arnold, Lionel, K. Ths production of 
paper frotr cornstalks. Io7;a Stats College Engr. Exp. Sta, 
Bui. No. 100, 1930. A thorough discussion of the eoonom-
Ica of the cornstalk pulp situation. Discusses the trans­
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portation of stalks, etc. Various data are given as 
to the several possible metlioas of preparing paper pulp# 
A rather complete bibliography is includedt 
^3, Sweeney, 0. R. and Errley, W. E. Manufacture of insulat­
ing board from cornstalks, U. S. Bureau of Standards 
Miscellaneous Publication No. 112, The production 
of insulating board is discussed, k report of the eco­
nomical aspects of the production of insulation board 
from cornstalks. The early work on this experimental 
project is also given. 
50. Swiss Patent No. Original not seen. Abstracted 
in C. A. 12:22^S, 191s. Molded products from substances 
containing cellulose. These materials are softened and 
molded without the addition of a binder. 
51. Taylor, W. A. The abc of Hydrogen-ion concentration in 
paper making. Paper Mill ^9:30-50» 1926. Explains the 
irnportance of pH in paper sizing and gives description 
of the LaMotte color standard. 
52. Taylor, W. A, The application of hydrogen-ion concentra­
tion to the manufacture of pulp and paper. Paper Trade 
Jl., No. S:l66, 1926, Describes the meaning of hydro­
gen-ion concentr-'^.tion and the importance of srriall amounts 
of ionized acid in the paper industry. 
5^. Thomas, Charles Allen and Hoohwalt, Carroll A. Effect of 
alkali-metal oorapounds on combusion. Ind. and Engr. 
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Cham., 20:575* 192S. Ttiree essentials for maintaining 
combustion are fuel, oxygen, and sufficient te!7iperature 
for the kindling point. Thia rese-^srch shows a new method 
of extinguishing oil fires, which for lack of a better 
understanding is referred to as a catalytic effect. Only 
compounds containing alkali-jr.etals appear to possess this 
catalytic effect on combustion. The extinguishing effec­
tiveness increases with increase in atomic weight of the 
alkali-metal. The radical to which the alkali metal is 
joined plays an important part in the effect. In general 
the oxygen bearing radicals are the rrore effective. 
Treadwell, F. P. and Hall, William T. Analytical Cheiris-
try, Vol. II. John Wiley and Sons, 192S. Nevs York. A 
good authority on all quantitative analysis. 
Toman, R. S, and Mudge, L. R. The preparation of straw 
board pulp from corncobs. B. S. Thesis (unpublished). 
Library, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, A fair ^rade of 
straw board was ms.de by digesting corncobs in 12 per cent 
li^e at ^0 pounds pressure for 10 hours. 
U. S. Patent No. 1,57^,609, Mar. 15, 1926. A process of 
disintegrating ligno-cellulose material. This patent was 
issued to Mason and consists in placing the above material 
in a vertically arraiigsd pressure chamber, subjecting the 
sa!~e to the action of steam under high pressure and pro­
gressively forcing said raatsrial out of above chamber. 
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through a narrow openin?; in the lower end thereof, while 
maint^'-ining r. high pressure within the chamber. 
57» S. Patent No. 1,598,260^ Aug. 31, 1^26. The production 
of s. dense fiber board. This patent was issued to Suther­
land and consisted of pressing together pulp and a suit­
able binder. 
5S. U. S. Patent No. 1,663,505» March 20, 192S. Process for 
grainless hard wood board: Exploded pulp, soaked in water, 
and subjected to pressure of 200 to 700 pounds. The mat 
was heated to temperature of steam at 70 pounds, A wire 
mesh screen was used at least on one side, 
59» U* S. Patent No. 1,663,506> March 20, 192g, Integral in­
sulating board with hard welded surfaces. Board is just 
made as above except the pressure is released before the 
board is dry, producing a board with a hard surface and 
a softer interior. 
60. 0. S. Patent No. 1,772,502, Aug. 12, 1930. Method of wak­
ing hard lumber substitute. Produced a substitute for 
hard lumber from agricultural waste products. Cornstalks 
were first reduced to a pulp, formed into a mat, and then 
subjected to high pressures in the presence of hea^t. 
61. Wadman, W. E .  Efficiency of drying machines. Chem. and 
Met. Engr., S:176-177» April, 1910. Lists the calcula­
tion of dryer efficiehy with an acknowledgrrisnt of the 
heat losses present in such an operation. 
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62, Vii'alljer, H#, Lewis, W. E., and Mo Adams, 1. H. Princi­
ples of chemical enginsering, 2nd ed,, McGraw-Hill Book 
Ccnpany, pages ^ 31-557, 1927, Sew York. A complete an­
alysis of the theories of drying and ey^-.poration with 
curves and graphs to illustrate. 
S3, Weiss, H. F. Making artificial lumber. Pulp and Paper 
Magasins of Canada, 22:399# 192^. Gives the complete 
iristhod of manufacture for NuWood from white pine and 
coniferous trees. A description of the methods of rnanu-
fnioture of Balsom wool is also given, 
Sk, Wikoff, A. G. Insulating lumber frorc sug^'.r irill bagasse, 
Che^!. and Met, Engr., 2913^0, 1923. This article gives 
the complete method of iranufs.cture of celotex from sug"r 
cane fiber. The physical properties of Celotex are com­
pared iffith the other coniinercial boards, 
65. Williamson, Harry. The degree of hydration. Pulp and 
Paper Mag, of Canada, 29:731* 1927* Describes the differ­
ence between "hydration" and free water. Gives expsri-
ir.ental results to prove the degree of hydration necessary, 
65. Wunderlich, M. S. The economic thickness of building in-
sul?.tion. An:. Soc, of Heat and Vent. Engr. Jour., 
192s. Numerous calculations and curves are given in this 
article for the computation of the economic thickness of 
building insulation. 
